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Abstract

The high demand on processing power and memory bandwidth of emerging new multimedia applications
calls for optimal configuration of hardware and software. The PROMMPT30 project concerns the develop
ment of such a hardware and software solution for 3D graphics. The resulting graphics support is inte
grated in Philips' next generation TriMedia media processor.

In the scope of the PROMMPT30 project at Philips Research, this thesis gives a comprehensive analysis of
all aspects of the graphics pipeline, with regard to TriMedia graphics applications. The Open Graphics
Language (OpenGL), along with the Mesa software implementation form the basis of this study. With
these, we define a set of benchmark OpenGL applications that impose a workload on the proposed archi
tecture that represent the class of 3D graphics applications the next generation TriMedia processor should
support.

Based on the set of OpenGL features that these benchmark applications support, the graphics pipeline is
partitioned into logical graphics tasks. This partitioning lays the foundation for a simulation model of the
graphics tasks that can be mapped on the candidate architecture, either in the form of dedicated graphics
co-processors or as software on the core CPU. The simulation model uncouples the graphics pipeline from
the architecture specification, thereby allowing a Y-chart approach where various mappings can be exer
cised at various levels of abstraction with limited effort.

Here, we define a preliminary simulation model at the highest abstract level. This Kahn process network
consists of five concurrent processes or tasks, namely the application, model-view transformation, shad
ing, rendering, and the task responsible for writing the resulting picture to file for display. These five tasks
can be further partitioned for detailed design space exploration of 3D graphics on TriMedia.

Samenvatting

De hoge eisen die huidige en toekomstige multimediatoepassingen stellen aan geheugenbandbreedte en
processorcapaciteit vragen om optimale hardware- en softwareconfiguratie. Het PROMMPT30 project
omvat het on twerp van een optimale hardware- en softwarearchitectuur voor 3D-graphics. De hieruit
voorkomende graphicsondersteuning zal gei"ntegreerd worden met Philips' volgende generatie TriMedia
processor.

Dit verslag geeft - in het kader van het PROMMPT30 project op het Philips Natuurkundig Laboratorium
een uitgebreide analyse van aile aspecten van de graphics pipeline, toegespitst op graphics-gerelateerde
toepassingen voor de TriMedia. Mesa graphics, als implementatie van de OpenGL interface, vormt de
basis van dit onderzoek. Met behulp van Mesa definieren we enkele demoprogramma's. Deze stellen
vergelijkbare eisen aan de voorgestelde architectuur als de toekomstige TriMedia-graphicstoepassingen.

We verdelen de graphics pipeline in logische taken, gebaseerd op de verzameling van OpenGL-instructies
die de demoprogramma's ondersteunen. Deze partitionering vormt de basis voor een simulatiemodel van
graphics-taken die op de kandidaatarchitectuur kunnen worden afgebeeld, hetzij in de vorm van speciale
graphics-coprocessoren, hetzij als software op de TriMedia CPU. Dit simulatiemodel ontkoppelt de graph
ics-processen van de architectuurspecificatie. Deze ontkoppeling tussen applicatie en architectuur geeft
ons de mogelijkheid om - volgens de Y-chart-methode - de graphics pipeline effectief op de architect
uur af te beelden.

We geven een eerste aanzet voor een simulatiemodel van de graphics-taken op een hoog abstractieniveau.
Dit Kahn process network bestaat uit vijf parallele processen of taken, te weten de applicatie, model
viewtransformatie, lichtberekeningen en mist, projectie en rasterizatie, en de taak die verantwoordelijk is
voor het wegschrijven van het resulterende plaatje. De vijf taken kunnen verder worden uitgesplitst voor
een gedetailleerd onderzoek naar graphicsondersteuning voor de TriMedia-processor.
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1 Introduction
Computer graphics is concerned with all aspects of producing pictures or images using a com
puter. In the last few years, the accent has been shifting from generating two-dimensional images
to creating realistic three-dimensional graphics. These 3D computer graphics embrace a large
number of application areas, from the fantasy world of film and television to more practical areas
such as CAD of mechanical engineering parts or the training of aircraft pilots.

Efficiency in computer graphics is an important topic. For instance, studios producing three
dimensional animated sequences always have a fixed generation time limit per frame that is
imposed by the length of the sequence. The hardware and the rendering technique used should
meet this time constraint. The current thrust of research is to greater and greater realism. The
price that is always paid for more accurate or realistic images is, of course, significant increase in
computation time. Complex scenes consisting of many objects, each having different material
and lighting parameters and textures are computationally expensive. Therefore, many of the the
oretical possibilities of 3D graphics, such as fog and antialiasing, are as yet unexplored in com
mercial products. On the other hand, multimedia application developers are continually pushing
the performance envelope with demands for high quality 3D graphics combined with audio, real
time interaction over the internet, and other media sources.

Because of their desktop PC orientation, today's general purpose microprocessors simply
cannot offer the high performance multifunctionality required by emerging new media applica
tions. The best current microprocessors run several standard computing applications simulta
neously, but not at the performance levels required to support real-time processing.

While special purpose digital signal processors (DSP) offer some relief by offloading a few
mundane multimedia processing chores from the general-purpose microprocessor (cpu), they
cannot assure real-time operation. Moreover, DSPS do not provide the same flexibility for the
application programmer. Whereas a CPU can be programmed with abstract languages like C,
C++, Java, etc., DSPS are usually only programmable in assembly language.

The most effective solution for today's multifunction, multimedia market is a low cost media
processor: a specialized, software programmable processor, designed specifically to handle high
performance multimedia operations. Philips' TriMedia processor is specially designed for the
unique characteristics of media processing [23]. Unlike other media processors, the TriMedia is
programmable, using an open development environment programming in ANSI standard C and
C++ [25].

Philips' PROMMPT (programmable multimedia platform) project is set to define a hardware
and software platform for the next generation TriMedia processor (TM-PROMMPT). The project
addresses the design of hardware architecture, compiler and simulator simultaneously with their
software applications. A special subproject, called PROMMPT3D, within PROMMPT concerns the
exploration and design of a 3D graphics co-processor for the TM-PROMMPT.

1.1 Objective

The large processing power required by emerging new multimedia applications calls for an opti
mal hardware and software configuration. The PROMMPT3D project concerns the development of
a hardware and software solution for 3D graphics [14].

In the scope of this graphics subproject, this thesis gives a comprehensive analysis of all
aspects of the graphics pipeline, with regard to representative TriMedia graphics applications.
The analysis forms the foundation for the design space exploration of a 3D graphics co-processor
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architecture for TM-PROMMPT. Final result of the work presented here is a simulation model of
the graphics processes or functions. Within PROMMPT30, this model can be mapped onto candi
date hardware and software architectures. The results of this exploration lead to a proposal for
optimal hardware support for TM-PROMMPT.

1.2 Problem Statement

For the design of a graphics hardware / software architecture for TriMedia, a thorough under
standing of both the required 3D graphics applications and hardware or software architectures, as
well as experience with the TriMedia platform is essential.

In-depth analysis of the graphics pipeline for TriMedia can only be done with the aid of
available graphics hardware and---especially-software architectures. Therefore, the OpenGL
graphics language is selected, along with the software implementation of Mesa [1,19]. However,
the analysis should maintain a broader scope. Careful study of TriMedia graphics applications
should result in a logical partitioning of the graphics pipeline into graphics tasks that can easily
be mapped onto either hardware or software.

1.3 Solution Approach

The project is separated into two phases.

1. Orientation. Here, we gain insight in the architecture, instruction set and toolchain of the
current and the PROMMPT TriMedia processors in combination with 3D graphics. A thorough
overview of 3D graphics with OpenGL and the Mesa implementation provides a background
and reference for the actual analysis of the graphics pipeline in the second phase. Further
more, this overview can be used to quickly bring new members of the graphics project within
PROMMPT up to a basic level of understanding 3D graphics and the OpenGL API.

In-depth knowledge of the above mentioned aspects can only be acquired by experience.
Therefore, we port the Mesa library to TriMedia, and several platform specific software opti
mizations are implemented. Hereto, we first define a set of benchmark applications that
impose a workload on the proposed architecture that represent the class of 3D graphics appli
cations the next generation TriMedia processor should support. The results of this exercise aid
the TM-PROMMPT CPU developers in toolchain testing and evaluation of the instruction set
with regard to graphics applications.

2. Analysis / Modeling. This phase concerns the development of a simulation model of 3D

graphics on TriMedia. We evaluate the benchmark applications for their use of well defined
graphics tasks or processes. A small number of these applications can also be used to obtain
performance metrics of each of these tasks. This workload and performance analysis leads to
the definition of a minimal subset of graphics tasks that are candidates for dedicated hardware
support.

Next, the graphics pipeline is partitioned into logical graphics tasks with the aid of data
flow diagrams, starting from the Mesa implementation of the OpenGL API. These lay the
foundation for a simulation model of the underlying graphics tasks in the applications that can
be mapped on either the candidate hardware or software architecture in terms of Kahn process
networks [29].

2
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1.4 Contents of this Paper

This paper describes a study into an optimal hardware and software solution for performing 3D
graphics on the TriMedia platform. Sections 2 and 3 describe the results of the orientation phase.
Section 2 presents the TriMedia architecture, instruction set and developers toolchain for both
the TM-l and the PROMMPT platform. Section 3 familiarizes the aspects of 3D graphics pro
gramming with the OpenGL application programmers interface (API). Additionally, this section
describes several key algorithms, as used in Mesa and other graphics libraries.

Subsequent sections describe the development of a statistical model for the design space
exploration of 3D graphics on the PROMMPT platform. Section 4 refines the problem definition
and states the chosen solution approach. The following section shows all steps taken, from
selecting Mesa as a representative graphics pipeline implementation and analyzing its dataflow,
through identifying the key graphics tasks in the form of Kahn processes in the simulation
model. Additionally, section 5 gives the results of the simulation of a preliminary Kahn model of
the graphics pipeline, driven by several benchmark applications.

Finally, sections 6 and 7 conclude the paper with proposed (preliminary) architectures and
recommendations.

3
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2 TriMedia Graphics Processing
TriMedia is a family of programmable multimedia processors from the TriMedia product group
of Philips Semiconductors, Sunnyvale. It can be used in stand-alone configurations or as multi
media accelerator in a PC environment. Application areas are video conferencing, MPEG-related
applications, 3D graphics and digital audio.

Although in this paper we only consider 3D graphics applications, the TriMedia is not a ded
icated graphics engine; 3D graphics is just one of the many multimedia application fields that the
processor is targeted for. Support for 3D graphics within subsequent TriMedia generations can
be summarized as follows:
• TM-J / TMJOOO has no graphics hardware. A software-only renderer for this chip was written

in Redhill;
• TM-2 / TM2000 features the same DSP-CPU as TM-I, but incorporates different co-processors:

HDVO (High Definition Video Out) and HDMPEG (High Definition MPEG). A special bridge
connects the 32-bits highway of the DSP-CPU and the 64-bits highway of the 64-bits co-proc
essors to the 64-bit main memory;

• TM-3 is currently under development as a test version for the 64-bits DSP-CPU, featuring the
same co-processors as the TM-2. The software renderer from Redhill will be optimized for
the vector instruction set. However, the TM-3 features no hardware 3D graphics support;

• TM-4 maintains the 64-bit DSP-CPU, but accommodates new co-processors, all operating on a
64-bit highway. Currently, co-processors for MPEG and 3D graphics are considered.

This section describes the basics of the TriMedia processor, defined by the TMI 000, and the out
line for the TM-4. The PROMMPT project is concerned with the development of the TM-3 and
TM-4 platform. With the release of the 64-bit DSP-CPU, the focus in the project will shift from the
DSP-CPU to the co-processors. In this paper, we refer to the TM-4, with its 3D grahics hardware
support, as the TM-PROMMPT processor.

2.1 TM1000 platform

The TM-I or TMlOOO is the first product from the family of multimedia processors based upon
the TriMedia architecture. The platform defines the architecture, including DSP-CPU, memory
interface, co-processors, and video, audio and communication related peripherals. Apart from the
architecture, the platform defines the toolchain for compiling and simulating C-code on the pro
cessor core.

2.1.1 Architecture

Figure I shows the architecture of the TMlOOO. It consists of the following components [23]:
• the VLlW DSP-CPU that runs the multimedia application and operating system software;
• multimedia co-processors that implement MPEG variable length decoding (VLD) and image

processing functions like spatial scaling, alpha blending, and YUV-RGB conversion;
• a high-performance bus and memory system that provides communication between the

processing units. The main memory interface handles all communication with the SDRAM for
the co-processors, because the TMlOOO co-processors do not communicate directly with each
other. Instead, they communicate by reading and writing into the SDRAM via the main memory
interface. The SDRAM sets the upper limit for the speed of the internal data-highway. The
TMlOOO does not have a facility for managing virtual memory. This limits the applicability as
a general purpose processor;

• a multimedia I/o interface, consisting of audio and video-in and out units and a PCI interface.

5
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Figure 1: TMJ000 architecture.

2.1.2 VLIW Processor Core

The most interesting part of the TriMedia chip is the VLIW DSP-CPU. Very Large Instruction
Word (VLIW) architectures have been prominent in specialized multimedia processors. These
architectures exploit instruction level parallelism without complex instruction issue hardware.
As such, VLIW offers a cost-effective alternative to superscalar processing.

Each clock cycle, an instruction is fetched from the instruction cache. Such an instruction
consists of up to five independent operations. Every operation is issued on one of the 27 func
tional units, as displayed in figure 2. Functional units can be ALU's, memory access units, or
branch units. The compiler analyses the availability of functional units, registers and register file
ports. Therefore, all five operations packed in one instruction can be issued directly without fur
ther run-time control.

The operations in the TM I 000 are RISC like in the sense that they operate on up to two regis
ter arguments and place their results back into a register. There is a single register file consisting
of 128 registers, each 32-bits wide. The register file has ten read ports and five write ports. Com
bined with a powerful forwarding network, this enables the parallel execution of five two-argu
ment and one-result operations per cycle.

The DSP-CPU has a 16 kb data cache and a 32 kb instruction cache. The data cache is semi-

dual ported 1 to allow two simultaneous reads. Both caches are 8-way set associative with a 64
byte blocksize.

Even though the TMlOOO is not intended as a true general purpose processor, the DSP-CPU
supports the traditional instructions of general purpose processors. This makes the TriMedia pro
cessor highly programmable and applicable in many areas.

ITwo access requests can be issued in one cycle, but they are processed in a sequential order.

6
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Figure 2: TM1000 functional units in each of the five issue slots.

2.1.3 Toolchain

Compilation of a source program for a TriMedia processor involves many stages, as shown in
figure 3. Several tools in the TriMedia compilation and simulation trajectory read a machine
description file which defines a particular machine using the TriMedia architecture. The machine
description file explicitly defines the number of issue slots, registers, memory ports, number and
types of functional units, latencies of functional units, bindings of operations to functional units,
and the complete set of supported operations.

7
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In the TriMedia toolchain (figure 3), we recognize the following elements.
• C-preprocessor. The preprocessor performs macro substitution, conditional compilation and

inclusion of header files.
• C++ Front End. The C++ preprocessor, taking the place of the C-preprocessor.
• C-compiler. The compiler performs lexical analysis, parsing, type checking and conversions,

local and global optimizations and global register allocation. The compiler generates interme
diate code called decision trees.

• Instruction scheduler. The TM 1000 scheduler tries to pack as many operations as possible in
each instruction with a maximum of five. It takes data dependencies and latencies of the oper
ations into account. Apart from operand latencies and dependencies, a restriction is imposed
by the number of functional units of a kind, as shown in figure 2. If no useful operation can be
scheduled, the scheduler inserts a nop operation. The scheduler outputs assembly.

• Assembler. The TriMedia assembler produces binary machine instructions and data from the
assembler source file produced by the scheduler. The assembler output is an unlinked TriMe
dia object module.

• Linker I Loader. This module connects different software modules together into one execut
able. The optimization process that occurs here is code compression. The loader produces the
memory image of the program from an executable object module.

• Simulator. The machine simulator simulates a linked, compressed, and relocated object mod
ule on a TriMedia processor, as specified by the machine description file.

2.1.4 Instruction Set

Custom operations in the TriMedia CPU architecture are specialized, high function operations,
designed to improve the performance in multimedia applications. Custom operations are simple
to understand and consistent in their definition, but their unusual functions make it difficult for

8
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compilers to use them effectively. Consequently, custom operations must be inserted into the
source code by the programmer.

The TM 1000 has limited provisions for subword parallelism: a number of separate elements
are packed together in a single register and part of the instructions operate on these 'vector of ele
ments' rather than treating the registers as scalar data. Multimedia applications-especially 3D
graphics-may greatly benefit from these vector operations. The vector instruction set is not
orthogonal, so the application programmer must often restructure the code to use the little num
ber of vector operations that are available.

2.2 PROMMPT platform

The PROMMPT project-PROMMPT stands for PRogrammable MultiMedia PlaTform-aims to
develop an open, programmable architecture that can host existing and emerging video, graphics
and multimedia applications in a single chip. This paper focuses on the design of a 3D graphics
co-processor for the TM-PROMMPT. However, part of the 3D graphics functionality will be exe
cuted on the TM-PROMMPT DSP-CPU. This software must be optimized for the TM-PROMMPT DSP
CPU architecture and instruction set to acquire the highest performance.

2.2.1 Architecture

The TM-PROMMPT architecture is based on the TMlOOO architecture. Apart from the 64-bit DSP
CPU the interface between co-processors, DSP-CPU, and main memory must be addressed. Hard
ware acceleration should be implemented as a family of small co-processors (or plug-ins to some
framework) each optimized to do one small job well. In the TM 1000 architecture, such a lively
communication between processors is ineffective since all communication goes through main
memory [20].

2.2.2 64-bit VLIW Processor Core

The TM-PROMMPT DSP-CPU is based on the TM I000 and it closely follows this processor's design
[21]. In the TM-PROMMPT general purpose register file, all 128 registers will be 64-bit wide. The
only conceptual difference with the TMlOOO concept of functional units is to implement a num
ber of the functional units as a post-processing phase to other functional units.

Moreover, there are a number of functional units that involve super operations: the multiply,
vecsum and the shuffle units. These take additional read and / or write ports. These shuffle units
were not present separately in the TMlOOO. The shuffle operations that were implemented ran on
the ALU. Since there are so many shuffle operations due to the vector instruction set, these are
implemented in a separate unit.

The 64-bit core incorporates a memory management unit (MMU) [7], which enables the use
of the Windows CE kernel. Especially suited for multimedia applications is the stream cache,
allowing applications to (pre)fetch a datastream without polluting the cache.

2.2.3 Instruction Set

The instruction set is in many respects similar to the TMlOOO. The main difference is that the
TM-PROMMPT instruction set is extended with more subword parallelism. Unfortunately, current
compilers cannot detect the opportunities for the use of vectors. Therefore, the application pro
grammer will have to use 'vector libraries' that are mapped to subword parallel instructions. The
most convenient programming style is offered by C++ in which we can define vector classes and

9
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overload operators.
The following C-code sample shows the computation of Mesa's model-view transformation.

void ModelviewTransform( float *m,
int n,
float vObj[] [4], GLfloat vEye[] [4] )

/* III is the 4x4 mode/view transformation matrix. */
float mO m[O], m4 m[4], mS = m[S],
float ml m[l], mS m[S], m9 = m[9],
float m2 m[2], m6 m[6], mlO m[lO],
float m3 m[3], m7 m[7], mIl = m[ll],

int i;

m12 = m[12];
ml3 = m[l3];
ml4 = m[14];

mlS = m[lS];

for (i=O;i<n;i++) {
float ox = vObj [ i] [0] , oy vObj [i] [1], oz = vObj [i] [2] ;

vEye [i] [0] mO * ox + m4 * oy + mS * oz + m12;
vEye [i] [1] ml * ox + mS * oy + m9 * oz + ml3;
vEye [i] [2] m2 * ox + m6 * oy + mlO * oz + m14;
vEye [i] [3] m3 * ox + m7 * oy + mll * oz + mlS;

}

The 'vectorized' version of the texture interpolation sample code becomes:

void ModelviewTransform( float *m,
int n,
float vObj[][4], float vEye[] [4] )

vec64fw mOml
vec64fw m2m3
vec64fw m4mS
vec64fw m6m7
vec64fw mSm9
vec64fw mlOmll
vec64fw m12m13
vec64fw ml4mlS

fw-pack(m[O], m[l]);
fw-pack(m[2], m[3]);
fw-pack(m[4], m[S]);
fw-pack(m[6], m[7]);
fw-pack(m[S], m[9]);
fw-pack(m[lO], m[ll]);
fw-pack(m[12], m[l3]);
fw-pack(m[14], m[lS]);

int i;

fw_get(
fw_get(
fw_get(
fw_get(

vec64fw p2p3

vEye [i] [0]
vEye [i] [1]
vEye [i] [2]
vEye [i] [3]

for (i=O;i<n;i++) {
vec64fwox fw-packsame( vObj[i] [0] );
vec64fw oy = fw-packsame( vObj[i] [1] );
vec64fw oz = fw-packsame( vObj[i] [2] );
vec64fw pOpl fw_add( fw_add(fw_mul(mOml, ox), fw_mul(m4mS, oy)),

fw_add(fw_mul(mSm9, oz), m12m13) );
fw_add( fw_add(fw_mul(m2m3, ox), fw_mul(m6m7, oy)),

fw_add(fw_mul(mlOmll, oz), m14mlS) );
pOpl, 0 );
pOpl, 1 );
p2p3, 0 );
p2p3, 1 );

Here we see the use of 64-bit floating point vectors. Every two 32-bit floating point elements
of the model-view matrix are packed into a single 64-bits float word vector vec6 4 fw. The over
head of packing the matrix elements in vectors is overcome in the loop by the reduction in the
number of multiplications and additions. However, if we would store the matrix elements aligned
on vec64fw boundaries, we do not need the packing instructions. Moreover, we would reduce
the number of load operations by a factor of two, by loading two matrix elements simultaneously
in a floating point vector.

The object coordinates (figure 7) are stored twice in a two element float word vector. This
allows the parallel multiplication of the object coordinates with two model-view matrix ele
ments, using the vector multiplication fW_ffiUl. The addition fw_add also operates in parallel on
the two element float word vector results of the fW_ffiul multiplication.
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Finally, the eye-coordinates (figure 7) are extracted from the vector results. For instance,
fw_get (pOpl, 0) returns the first element of the vector pOpl, and fw_get (pOpl, 1) gives
the second float word element.

When we rewite the code in such a way that we store the modelview matrix and the vertex
eye coordinates as floating point vectors, the example becomes:

void ModelviewTransform( vec64fw *m,
int n,
float vObj[] [4], vec64fw vEye[] [2] )

/* Place matrix elements in register; */
/* pointer reference alsways goes via main memory. */
vec64fw mOml m[O];
vec64fw m2m3 m[l] ;
vec64fw m4mS m[2];
vec64fw m6m7 m[3];
vec64fw m8m9 m[4];
vec64fw ml0mll m[S] ;
vec64fw m12m13 m[6];
vec64fw m14mlS m[7];
int i;
for (i=O;i<n;i++) {

vec64fw ox fw-packsame( vObj [i] [0]
vec64fw oy = fw-packsame( vObj[i] [1]
vec64fw oz = fw-packsame( vObj[i] [2] )
vec64fw vEye[i] [0] = fw_add( fw_add(fw_mul(mOml, ox), fw_mul(m4mS, oy)),

fw_add(fw_mul(m8m9, oz), m12m13) );
vec64fw vEye[i] [1] = fw_add( fw_add(fw_mul(m2m3, ox), fw_mul(m6m7, oy)),

fw_add(fw_mul(ml0mll, oz), ml4mlS) );
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3 3D Graphics with OpenGL
OpenGL is becoming a widely accepted standard for developing graphics applications. It defines
a software interface to graphics hardware. The interface consists of a set of several hundred pro
cedures and functions that allow a programmer to specify the objects and operations involved in
producing high-quality graphical images, specifically color images of three-dimensional objects.
OpenGL today is supported by most workstation suppliers and is available for most platforms
through third-party vendors.

OpenGL supports a pipeline architecture, where the objects pass
through a pipeline of transformations until the final image is displayed on
the screen. If we think in terms of processing the geometry of the objects to
obtain an image, we can employ the block diagram as shown on the right. It
shows the major tasks that any implementation must perform to render a
geometric entity, such as a 3D polygon, as the latter passes from definition
in a user program to possible display on an output device.
• Modeling (paragraph 3.2) concerns the creation, acquisition or modifica

tion of the information to be displayed and organizing this information
into application data structures. This usually results in a set of vertices
that specifies a set of geometric objects supported by the rest of the sys
tem. In OpenGL, these are stored in the vertex buffer. The vertex buffer is
the entry point to the rendering pipeline.

• Model- View transformation (paragraph 3.3) places the objects, as well as
a camera or viewer in the world. All vertices and normals are trans
formed by the concatenated modeling and viewing transformation matri
ces.

• Shading (paragraph 3.4) determines the color of the vertices. The illumi
nation equation is evaluated at each vertex. Fog and shadows may also be
added in this stage. Shading must be performed before the projection
transformation (which may include skew and perspective transforma
tions) to preserve the correct angle and distance from each light to the
surface.

• Projection transformation (paragraph 3.5) transforms the objects by nor
malizing the viewing volume. Projection normalization is computed in
homogenous coordinates by a matrix multiplication.

• Clipping and visible surface determination (paragraph 3.6). Objects are
clipped to the viewing volume in homogenous coordinates. If an object is
partially clipped, correct intensity values must be calculated for the addi
tional vertices. Visible surface determination includes area culling, cull
ing of backfacing polygons, and depth testing. These operations can
easily be performed after rasterization at the cost of rasterizing objects
that are clipped or culled afterwards. However, backface culling, as well
as culling objects that fall entirely outside of the window can also be
done directly after the model-view transform, in order to eliminate
unneeded processing in the lighting step that follows.

• Perspective division and viewport mapping. The perspective division
effects the perspective projection. The viewport mapping incorporates a
translation and scaling.
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• Rasterization or scan conversion (paragraph 3.7) converts the object vertices to a set of pixels.
Iterating per vertex shading calculations, texture lookups and calculations, and per-pixel oper
ations like blending are performed in this stage.

• Display scans the resulting pixels in the frame buffer, typically to a computer monitor. dis
playing the rasterized image can be extended with algorithms for clipping or reducing the jag
gedness associated with images on raster displays (antialiasing)

OpenGL leaves the modeling stage to the application program since this highly depends on the
particular data to be displayed and how it is organized. Higher level libraries like Open Inventor
can assist application modeling.

The paragraphs of this section are structured to their appearance in the pipeline. Every para
graph starts with a general discussion of the process, followed by the OpenGL API calls or Mesa
implementation issues.

3.1 The OpenGL Interface

The interface between an application program and a graphics system can be specified through a
set of functions that resides in a graphics library. These entry points are called the application
programmer's interface (API). Figure 4 shows the application programmer's model of the graph
ics system. The application programmer sees only the API, and is thus shielded from the details of
both the hardware and the software implementation of the library.

Figure 4: Application programmer's model of3D graphics software.

From the perspective of the writer of an application program, the functions available through
the OpenGL API should match the conceptual model that the user wishes to employ to specify
images. The programmer looks at creating a computer-generated image as being similar to form
ing an image using an optical system. Following this synthetic-camera model, the OpenGL API

specifies objects, the viewer, light sources and material properties. Apart from these basic 3D
graphics properties, OpenGL specifies an interface for texture mapping-painting the object
with a picture, called a texture-and sophisticated techniques as for blending two images
together or adding fog to the final image.

OpenGL is designed as a state machine. States can be enabled or disabled with:

glEnable( state );
glDisable( state );

The state settings define the current lights, shade models, etc. for the rendered object.
OpenGL is a direct renderer, meaning that whenever the application creates a primitive

object, it is immediately sent through the rendering pipeline. However, OpenGL also accommo
dates a retained mode, where the primitive object is temporarily stored in a buffer until the buffer
is full, or the user flushes the buffer via the glFlush () command.
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Figure 5: OpenGllibrary organization.

OpenGL function names begin with the letters gland are stored in the GL library. In addition to
the GL library, we have at our disposal the following libraries.

• Graphics Utility Library (GLU). This library uses only GL functions, but contains code for
common objects, such as spheres, that users prefer not to write repeatedly.

• The GL Utility Toolkit (GLUT) addresses the problems of interfacing with the window system.
It provides the minimum functionality that should be expected in any modem windowing sys
tem.

• The GL X library (GLX) provides extensions for the X-window system and for remote display
of OpenGL programs over the internet.

Figure 5 shows the organization of the libraries for the X Window system. OpenGL, how
ever, does not support user interaction directly. The major reason for this is that many system
architects wanted to increase OpenGL's portability by allowing it to work in a variety of environ
ments. Consequently, windowing and input functions were left out of the API. For example, the
TriMedia and PROMMPT platforms do not support direct user interaction. Nevertheless, the core
OpenGL functions are still available from the GL and GLU libraries. The output images must be
written to file before being displayed on a host computer.

3.2 Modeling Geometric Objects

In computer graphics, we model both the real world and the virtual world of our programs with
geometric objects. Models can be built of simple geometric objects; either the primitives sup
ported by the graphics system, or a set of user-defined objects built from these primitives. Com
plex models can be represented hierarchically, e.g. in a tree structure that expresses the
relationships between the fundamental objects in a physical model.

Alternatively, we can define objects by the procedures or algorithms that generate the primi
tives, rather than by the primitives themselves. This means that we can avoid generating the real
ization of the object-the geometric primitives-until the rendering stage, when we determine
which primitives are necessary. These procedural models have the additional advantage that they
can be used in conjunction with random-number generators, so that each execution of the proce
dure generates a different geometric object; each object will be similar to others, but differs in
detail.

Many more approaches to generating models exist, like fractal geometry that uses the self
similarity of many real-world objects. Here, we restrict ourselves to simple primitives like poly
gons and triangles.
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(1,3,0)

y

0.0 );
o. 0 );
1. 0 );

OpenGL defines primitive objects, like points, line segments and polygons through lists of
vertices. For instance, a polygon is formed by a line segment connecting the first vertex on the
list with the second, the second with the third and so on until the last vertex is reached. The last
vertex is connected to the first vertex to close the polygon boundary. The following code frag
ment defines a triangular polygon in OpenGL:

glBegin ( GL_POLYGON );

glVertex3f( 1.0, 3.0,
glVertex3f( 3.0, 1.0,
glVertex3f( 1.0, 0.0,

glEnd();

z

3.3 Modeling Transformation

A set of vertices belonging to an object can be transformed into another set of points by a linear
transformation. Both sets of points remain in the same coordinate system. During the modeling
transformation, the geometric objects are transformed by a sequence of linear transformations
that may reshape or move the objects.

3.3.1 Transformation Matrices

In computer graphics, transformations include rotation, translation and scaling. Homogenous
coordinates and matrices allow us to treat these transformations uniformly. In a homogenous sys-

tem, a vertex v(x,y,z)T is represented as v(X, Y, Z, W)T for any scale factor w"# o. The three

dimensional cartesian coordinate representation is:

y.
y = w'

z
z = w' (I)

In computer graphics, W is always taken to be I, and the vector representation of a point is

[x,y,Z,l]T. Translation can now be treated as matrix multiplication:

1 00 T x

v' = Tv= 0 lOTy v.
00 1 Tz

000 1

(2)

This specification implies that the object is translated in three dimensions by applying a displace
ment Tx' T}" Tz to each vertex that defines the object.

Scaling is defined as follows.

Sx 0 0 0

v'= Sv= 0 Sy 0 0 v.
o 0 Sz 0

o 0 0 1

(3)

Here Sx' Sy and Sz are scaling factors. Scaling occurs along those axes for which the scaling fac

tor is non-unity.
To rotate an object in three-dimensional space we need to specify an axis of rotation. This

can have any spatial orientation in three-dimensional space, but it is easiest to consider rotations
that are about one of the coordinate axes. Transformation matrices for counter-clockwise rotation
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around the x, y, and z axes respectively are

[

I 0 0 01
R

x
= 0 case -sine 0 ;

o sine case 0

o 0 0 1
[

CaSe 0 sine 01
R= 0100;

y -sine 0 case 0

o 0 0 1
[

CaSe -sine 0 01
R = sine case 0 0 .
zoo 1 0

o 0 0 1

(4)

Any set of rotations, scalings and translations can be multiplied or concatenated together to give
a net transformation matrix, describing a combined transformation of which the 3x3 upper left
submatrix is the net rotation and scaling, while (Tx,Ty,Tz) gives the net translation. This sequence

of transformations is an obvious candidate for a pipeline architecture. In practice however, the
number of stages-or matrix multiplications-should be fixed, defining for instance the number
of hardware matrix multiplication units.

The current transformation matrix is the matrix that is applied to any vertex that is defined subse
quent to its setting. In OpenGL, the matrix that is applied to all primitives is the product of the
model-view matrix (GL_MODELVlEW) and the projection matrix (GL_PROJECTION). We can think
of the current transformation matrix as the product of these matrices, defining the state of the
system. However, we can manipulate each matrix individually by selecting the desired matrix by
g lMatr ixMode ( ) . Rotation, translation and scaling are provided through the following func
tions.W

glRotatef( angle, VX, vy, vz );
glTranslatef( dx, dy, dz );
glScalef( sx, sy, sz );

All three alter the selected matrix by postmultiplication.

3.3.2 Model-view Matrix

We can define the viewer or camera in a variety of ways. Camera location and orientation can be
specified as a series of coordinate system transformations. These transformations convert object
positions from a coordinate system that was used to specify object vertices to a coordinate sys
tem centered at the center of projection, the so called eye coordinates. The center of projection
corresponds to the center of the camera lens, or in computer grahics, to the origin of the camera
frame.

Since this transformation is essentially the same as the modeling transformation; in OpenGL
both transformations are specified by a single matrix: the model-view matrix. Consider an object
centered at the origin and the camera in its initial position, pointing down the negative z-axis.
Suppose we want to look at the object from the positive x-axis. Starting
with the identity matrix, we must move the camera away from the origin
and rotate the camera about the y-axis, as shown in the following sample
code.

glMatrixMode ( GL_MODELVIEW );

glLoadldentity();
glTranslatef( 0.0, 0.0, -d );
glRotatef( -90.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 );

Classical viewing techniques, such as used in architecture, stress the relationship between the
object and the viewer, rather than the independence that synthetic camera model emphasizes.
Although the OpenGL interface allows the programmer to set transformations with complete
freedom, it provides additional functions for pointing the camera to a desired point, or select a
lens for a perspective view.
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gluLookAt ( cop_x, cop_y, cop_z, at_x, at-y, at_z, ... );
gluPerspective ( field_of_view, ... );

3.4 Shading

Here, we discuss how to shade surfaces based on the position, orientation, and characteristics of
the surfaces and the light sources illuminating them. The illumination or reflection model
expresses the factors determining a surface's color at a given point.

The shading model determines when the illumination model is applied and what arguments it
will receive. For example, some shading models invoke an illumination model for every pixel in
the image, whereas others use the illumination model only on some pixels in the image, and
shade the remaining pixels by interpolation.

Shadows and fog can be added to make the scene look more realistically at the expense of
additional computation.

3.4.1 Lights and Materials

Light sources can be defined by their location, strength, color, and directionality. OpenGL
approximates light and lighting as if light can be broken into red, green, and blue components.
Thus, the color of light sources is characterized by the amount of red, green and blue light they
emit, and the material of surfaces is characterized by the percentage of the incoming color com
ponents that are reflected in various directions.

Light sources have effect only when there are surfaces that absorb and reflect light. Each sur
face is assumed to be composed of a material with various properties. A material may emit its
own light, it might scatter incoming light in all directions, and it might reflect the incoming light
in a preferential direction like a mirror or shiny surface. The openGL lighting model considers
lighting to be divided into four independent components:

• emitted light originates from an object and is unaffected by any light sources;
• ambient light has been scattered so much by the environment that its direction is impossible to

determine;
• diffuse light comes from one direction. Therefore, it illuminates a surface brighter if it comes

squarely down on this surface than if it barely glances off the surface. Once it hits the surface,
however, it is scattered equally in all directions;

• specular light comes from a particular direction and it tends to bounce off a surface in a pre
ferred direction.

The OpenGL lighting model makes the approximation that a material's color depends on the
percentages of incoming red, green, and blue light components it reflects. Like lights, materials
have different ambient, diffuse and specular colors, determining the corresponding reflectances
of the material. The following code fragment initializes the material properties of an object and
adds a single light source with ambient, diffuse and specular properties.

GLfloat mat_specular[] = { 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 };
GLfloat mat_shininess[] = { 25.0 };
GLfloat gray[] = { 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.0 };
GLfloat whiter] = { 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 };
GLfloat light-position[] = { 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0 };

glMaterialfv ( GL_FRONT, GL_SPECULAR, mat_specular );
glMaterialfv( GL_FRONT, GL_SHININESS, mat_shininess);
glLightfv( GL_LIGHTO, GL_POSITION, light-position );
glLightfv ( GL_LIGHTO, GL_AMBIENT, gray );
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glLightfv( GL_LIGHTO, GL_DIFFUSE, white);
glLightfv( GL_LIGHTO, GL_SPECULAR, white);

Here, the colors are specified with the RGBA color model, where the final color is a linear
combination of the red (R), green (G) and blue (B) components. The color value of each compo
nent is normalized to [0,1], e.g. (0,0,0) is black and (l,0,0) is red. The fourth color of the RGBA

system uses what is called the alpha channel for creating fog effects or combining images.

3.4.2 Reflection Model

OpenGL incorporates only a local lighting model. As opposed to global lighting models, the
local model allows us to compute the shade to assign to a point on an surface independently of
any other surfaces in the scene. The calculations depend only on the material properties assigned
to the surface, the local geometry of the surface, and the location and properties of the light
sources. Therefore, the local light model is ideally suited to a pipeline architecture.

The 'standard' reflection model in computer graphics that compromises between acceptable
results and processing cost is the Phong model. It models reflected light in terms of a diffuse and
specular component, together with an ambient term. The intensity at a point on a surface is taken
to be the sum of these three components.

The intensity of ambient light La is the same at every point on the surface. The amount

reflected is given by the ambient reflection coefficient ka • The intensity of ambient reflection is:

(5)

Here, La can be any of the individual light sources, or it can be a global ambient term.

A surface that is a perfect diffuser scatters light equally in all directions. This means that the
amount of reflected light seen by the viewer does not depend on the viewer's position. The inten
sity of diffuse reflected light is given by Lambert's law:

(6)

where Ld is the intensity of the light source, e is the angle between the surface normal and a line

from the surface point to the light source. The constant kd is an approximation to the diffuse

reflectivity which depends on the nature of the material and the wavelength of the incident light.
Equation 6 can be written as the dot product of two unit vectors

(7)

where n is the surface normal and 1 the direction vector from the light source to the point on the
surface.

Whereas a diffuse surface looks rough, a specular surface looks smooth. Modeling specular
surfaces realistically can be complex, because the pattern by which the light is scattered is not
symmetric, depends on the wavelength of the incident light, and changes with the reflection
angle. Phong proposed an approximate model that can be computed with only a slight increase in
the work done for diffuse surfaces:

(8)

The amount of light that the viewer sees depends on the angle <p between r, the direction of light

bounced off of a perfect reflector, and v, the direction of the viewer. The coefficient ks is the

fraction of the incoming specular light that is reflected. The exponent ex is the shininess coeffi-
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dent. As ex increases, the reflected light is concentrated in a narrower region, centered on the

angle of a perfect reflector. If we have normalized rand n, we can again use the dot product:

Ct
Is = ksLs(r· v) . (9)

We can add a distance term for both the diffuse and specular components, to account for the
attenuation of light as that travels distance d from the source to the surface. Although the inverse
square distance is correct for point sources, in practice it is usually replaced by a term of the form

(a + bd + cd
2

)-1 , where the constants a, b, and c can be chosen to soften the lighting. The complete

Phong model of ambient, diffuse, and specular reflection with the distance term now becomes:

(10)

The expense of equation 10 can be considerably reduced by making some geometric assump
tions and approximations. If the light source and the viewpoint are considered to be at infinity for
the lighting calculations, the I and v are constant over the domain of the scene. Note that we can
approximate 1 and v to be constant if the distances of the light source and viewer are relatively
large with respect to the size of the illuminated object.

The vector r is expensive to compute. Although Phong gives an efficient method for calculat
ing r, it is better to use the halfway vector h, which represents the unit normal to a hypothetical
surface that is oriented in a direction halfway between the light direction vector I and the viewing
vector v:

n h

v
h=(/+v)

1/ + vi . (11)

The new specular reflection term can be expressed as (n· h)Ct , with n the surface normal.

When the light source and the viewer are both at infinity, the use of the halfway vector offers a

computational advantage, since h is constant. However, the halfway angle 'If is smaller than lj> in

equation 8, and, if we use the same exponent e in that we used in (n· h)e , the size of the specular

highlights will be smaller. We can migate this problem by replacing the exponent e with a value

e', so that (n· h{ is closer to (r. v)e .

The normalization of I and h requires a division and square root, assuming n is specified in
unit length by the application program. In total, these two division and square root operations for
each vertex form the main bottleneck of the lighting computations [15]. For most processors, the
division, square root, but also the computation of the spotlight exponent are expensive. For
instance, a TriMedia floating point division has a latency of 17 cycles, compared to an average
2-3 cycles for all other operations [23].

In OpenGL, a local viewer can be disabled with:

glLightModel ( GL_LIGHT_MODEL_LOCAL_VIEWER, GL_FALSE ) i

A local light is specified by its position, whereas a directional light is located at infinity.
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3.4.3 Shading Models

Within a graphics system, we usually work with a collection of vertices and the normal vector
must be approximated from some set of points close to the point where the normal is needed. The
pipeline architecture makes this calculation difficult, because we process one vertex at a time and
thus the graphics system may not have the information available to compute the approximate
normal at a given point. Moreover, the definition of a 'normal at a vertex' cannot be given for the

general case. I

It should be clear that we can shade any surface by calculating a surface normal at each visi
ble point and applying the desired illumination model at that point. Unfortunately, this brute
force shading model is expensive. In this subsection, we describe more efficient shading models
defined by polygons.

The simplest shading model for a polygon isjlat shading. This approach applies an illumina
tion model once to determine a single intensity value that is then used to shade the entire poly
gon. In essence, we are sampling the value of the illumination equation (l0) once for each
polygon and holding the value across the polygon to reconstruct the polygon's shade. This
approach is valid if several assumptions are true:
• the light source is at infinity, so (n . I) is constant across the polygon face;
• the viewer is at infinity, so (n . v) is constant across the polygon face;
• the polygon represents the actual surface being modeled, and is not an approximation to a

curved surface.
Note that these statements form a good approximation for small polygons with respect to the dis
tance of the light source and the viewer.

As an alternative to evaluating the illumination equation at each point on the polygon,
OpenGL incorporates interpolative shading in which shading information is linearly interpolated
across a polygon from values determined from its vertices. This Gouraud shading extends the
concept of interpolated shading applied to individual polygons by interpolating polygon vertex
illumination values that take into account the surface being approximated. The Gouraud shading
process requires that the normal be known for each vertex. The next step is to find the vertex
intensities by using the vertex normals with any desired illumination model. Finally, each poly
gon is shaded by linear interpolation of vertex colors along each edge and then between edges
along each scan line (see section 3.7.1).

Phong shading interpolates the surface normal vector n, rather than the intensity. Interpola
tion occurs across a polygon span on a scan line, between starting and ending normal for the
span. These normals are themselves interpolated along polygon edges from vertex normals. The
interpolation along edges can again be done by means of incremental calculations, with all three
components of the normal vector being incremented from scan line to scan line. At each pixel
along a scan line, the interpolated normal is normalized, and is backmapped into the eye coordi
nate system. There, a new intensity calculation is performed using the illumination model.

Phong shading produces renderings smoother than those of Gouraud shading. Gouraud shad
ing is effective for shading surfaces which reflect light diffusely. Specular reflections can be
modeled using Gouraud shading, but the shape of the specular highlight produced is dependent
on the relative positions of the underlying polygons. Furthermore, if a highlight fails to fall at a
vertex, then Gouraud shading may miss it entirely since no interior point can be brighter than the

llf the vertex normals are not stored with the polygon and cannot be determined directly from the actual surface,
then we can approximate them by averaging the surface normals of all polygonal facets sharing each vertex. However,
averaging surface normals may lead to unexpected results.
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brightest vertex from which it is interpolated. In contrast, Phong shading allows highlights to be
located in a polygon's interior. However, Phong shading greatly increases the cost of shading in
a straightforward implementation, due to the interpolation and normalization of the surface nor
mal as well as the evaluation of the illumination function for each pixel. Consequently, Phong
shading is almost always done off-line.

In OpenGL, flat shading is specified through

glShadeModel ( GL_FLAT );

If flat shading is in effect, OpenGL uses the normal associated with the first vertex of each poly
gon for the shading calculation. Likewise, Gouraud shading is specified as:

glShadeModel ( GL_SMOOTH ),

where OpenGL leaves the computation of vertex normals to the user:

glNorma13f( nx, ny, nz );

In addition to Gouraud shading, there are several techniques for fast Phong shading, the most
common using environment mapping. In OpenGL, we may generate a sphere map consisting
only of a Phong highlight and then use the GL_SPHERE_MAP texture coordinate generation mode
to generate texture coordinates which index this map (see paragraph 3.7.2). For every polygon in
the object, the reflection vector is computed at its vertices. The coordinates of this vector are
interpolated across the polygon and used to lookup the highlight. Therefore, a much more accu
rate sampling of the highlight is achieved, compared to interpolation of the highlight value itself.
The sphere map image for the texture map of the highlight can be computed by rendering a
highly tessellated sphere lit with only a specular highlight using the regular OpenGL pipeline.
Since the light position is effectively encoded in the texture map, the texture map needs to be
recomputed whenever the light position is changed.

3.4.4 Shadows

Shadows are an important way to add realism to a scene. There are a number of trade-offs possi
ble when rendering a scene with shadows. Simple shadows can be used to dissolve the perceptual
effect of objects floating above the ground. They are far less expensive to compute and also more
necessary for simple images than, for example, the accurate modeling of ambient illumination.

Shadows are composed of two parts, the umbra and the penumbra. The umbra is the area of a
shadowed object that is invisible from any part of the light source, whereas the penumbra can
receive some, but not all of the light. A point source light would have no penumbra, since no part
of a shadowed object can receive part of the light.

Penumbras form a transition region between the umbra and the lighted parts of the object;
they vary as a function of the geometry of the light source and the shadowing object. Since shad
ows tend to have high contrast edges, they are unforgiving to aliasing artifacts and other render
ing errors.

Although computing shadows requires computing visibility from the light source, it is also
possible to generate 'fake' shadows without performing any visibility test. These can be created
efficiently by transforming each object into its polygonal projection from a point light source
onto a designated ground plane, without clipping the transformed polygon to the surface that it
shadows or checking for whether it is blocked by intervening surfaces. These shadows are then
treated as surface-detail polygons. For the general case, in which fake shadows are not adequate,
various approaches to shadow generation are possible. We could perform all shadow processing
first, interleave it with visible-surface processing in a variety of ways, or even do it after visible-
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surface processing has been performed.
Although OpenGL does not support shadows directly, there are a number of ways to imple

ment them. They vary in difficulty to implement, and quality of results. The quality varies as a
function of the complexity of the shadowing object, and the complexity of the scene that is being
shadowed. Foley et al. [10] discuss three shadowing techniques:
• Projection shadows. An object is simply projected onto a plane, then rendered as a separate

primitive. Computing the shadow involves applying a orthographic or perspective projection
matrix to the model-view transformation, then rendering the projected object in the desired
shadow color.

• Shadow volumes. This technique treats the shadows cast by objects as polygonal volumes.
The stencil buffer is used to find the intersection between the polygons in the scene and the
shadow volume.

• Shadow maps. Shadow maps use the depth buffer and projective texture mapping to create a
screen space method for shadowing objects.

3.4.5 Fog

Computer images sometimes seem unrealistically sharp and well-defined. Fog makes the entire
image appear more natural. Fog is a general term that describes similar forms of atmospheric
effects; it can be used to simulate haze, mist, smoke, or pollution. It is essential in simulation sys
tems, such as flight simulation, where limited visibility needs to be approximated.

Fog blends the fragment's post-texturing color with the current fog color based on eye-coor
dinate distance and fog mode. The post-fog fragment is then used to update the fragment's asso
ciated frame buffer pixel. Let f denote a fog factor, and let z be the distance between a fragment
being rendered and the viewer. If the fragment has a color Cs and the fog is assigned a color C f,

we can use the color

C; = fC s + (1 - f)C r (12)

in the rendering. If f varies linearly with z, we have a depth cueing effect. If this factor varies
exponentially, then we get effects that look more like fog.

OpenGL supports linear, exponential, and Gaussian fog densities. For example, in RGBA mode,

we can set up a fog-density function f = e-0.5/ by using the function calls

GLfloat feolor[4] = {... };
glEnable ( GL_FOG );

glFogf ( GL_FOGMODE, GL_EXP );

glFogf ( GL_FOG_DENSITY, 0.5 );
glFogfv ( GL_FOG_COLOR, feolor );

Note that for complex scenes, fog may increase performance since objects that are too fogged to
be visible can be omitted from the rendering pipeline.

3.5 Projection Transformations

A three-dimensional pipeline should contain at least a projective transformation and a viewing
transformation in order to display the 3D image onto a two-dimensional monitor. Because the
viewing surface in computer graphics is deemed to be flat, we consider the class of projections
known as planar geometric projections.

The projection of a 3D object is defined by straight projection rays (projectors) emanating
from a center ofprojection, passing through each point of the object, and intersecting a projec-
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tion plane to form the projection. Planar geometric projections can be divided into two basic
classes: perspective and parallel. The distinction is in the relation of the center of projection to
the projection plane. If the distance from one to the other is finite, then the projection is perspec
tive; if the distance is infinite, the projection is parallel. Figure 6 illustrates these two cases.

A A

Center of
Projcclion

Center of
Projection
at infinity

B

Figure 6: Line AB and its perspective respectively parallel projections.

When defining a perspective projection, we explicitly specify its center ofprojection; for a paral
lel projection, we give its direction ofprojection.

In this section, we show how the simple perspective and parallel projection matrices map
onto the projection matrices provided in OpenGL. Given a view volume and a projection, let us
consider how the viewing operation of clipping and projecting is actually applied. Conceptually,
we could clip lines against the viewing volume by calculating their intersections with each of the
six planes that define the viewing volume. Lines remaining after clipping would be projected
onto the view plane, by solution of simultaneous equations for the intersection of the projectors
with the view plane. The coordinates would then be transformed from eye coordinates to 2D
device coordinates. However, the large number of calculations required for this process, repeated
for many lines, involves considerable computing.

A more efficient procedure separates the projection transformation into two simpler transfor
mations. The reasons for separating the projection into two parts have to do with many of the
other tasks that we do as part of the viewing pipeline. In particular the use of the nonsingular pro
jection matrix allows us to retain depth information that is necessary for hidden-surface removal
and shading.

Certain view volumes are easier to clip against than is the general one. For instance, it is sim
ple to calculate the intersections of a line with each of the planes of a parallel-projection view
volume defined by the six planes

x = -1, x = 1 ; y = -1, y = 1 ; z = -1, z = 1. (13)

This is also true of the perspective projection view volume defined by the planes

x = -z, x = z; y = -z, y = z; z = -1, z = zmax' (14)

Equation (13) and (14) describe the parallel and perspective canonical view volumes.

Our strategy is to find the normalizing transformations Npar and Nper that transform an arbi-

trary parallel or perspective projection view volume into the parallel and perspective canonical
view volumes, respectively. Then clipping is performed, followed by projection into 2D. In the
case of a parallel projection, the latter reduces to omitting the z-coordinate. Perspective projec
tion is effectuated by dividing by the W-coordinate. Although this strategy risks investing effort
in transforming points that are subsequently discarded by the clip operation, clipping against the
canonical view volumes is much easier to perform.
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Furthermore, clipping in homogenous coordinates has a number of advantages. The first has
to do with efficiency: it is possible to transform the perspective-projection canonical view vol
ume into the parallel-projection canonical view volume, so a single clip procedure, optimized for
the parallel-projection canonical view volume, can always be used. However, the clipping must
be done in homogenous coordinates to ensure correct results. A single clip procedure is typically
provided in hardware implementations of the viewing operation. The second reason is that points
that can occur as a result of unusual homogenous transformations can have a negative W value.
These points can be clipped properly in homogenous coordinates, but not in 3D [5].

Figure gives the dataflow diagram of the geometry pipeline, indicating the various transfor
mations and their associated data. The projection transformation includes both the perspective
projection in homogenous coordinates, as well as the projection normalization. The concatena
tion of the two matrices is what most systems, including OpenGL, call the projection matrix.
Here, clipping is done in homogenous coordinates prior to the perspective division. After clip
ping and perspective division, OpenGL distinguishes between two-dimensional screen coordi
nates and window coordinates, which are three dimensional and retain depth information,

Model-view
MauL,.

Eye
Coordinates

Projet:tion
M:urix

Clip
Coordinates

Viewing
Volume

Vicwpoll
Size and offsel

Wind(lw
Coordinales

Figure 7: Vertex transformations and coordinate systems in the rendering pipeline.

3.5.1 Parallel Projection

Orthographic projections are a special case of parallel projection in which the view plane is nor
mal to the direction of projection:

Expressed as a matrix:

[

1 0 0 01
T - 0100

ort - 0000 .

000 1

(15)

(16)

Parallel projection normalization

For parallel projections, the general view volume is specified by the following clipping planes

Ymin:O;y:O;ymax ' (17)

Npar transforms an arbitrary parallel projection view volume into the parallel-projection canoni

cal view volume of equation 13, and hence permits output primitives to be clipped against this
parallel-projection canonical view volume.

First, the we move the center of the view volume (17) to the center of the canonical view vol
ume (13) by a translation. Second, we scale the sides of the specified view volume to each have a
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length of 2. Hence, the two transformations are

We started with the camera pointing in the negative z-direction. Consequently, the projectors
are directed from infinity on the negative z-axis toward the origin. This choice can cause confu
sion. Some systems, including OpenGL, change from right-hand to left-hand coordinates as part
of forming the projection matrix. Projectors then start at infinity on the positive z-axis. This
change is accomplished by use of a simple reflection in the z-direction, through the scaling
matrix 8(1,1,-1). The resulting projection matrix is [1,15]:

2
0 0

X max + X min

Xmax - Xmin Xmax - X min

0
2

0
Ymax + Ymin

N par = Ymax - Ymin Ymax - Ymin

0 0
2 zmax + zmin

zmax - zmin zmax - zmin

0 0 0

(19)

Parallel projection in OpenGL

In OpenGL, the orthographic projection is defined as:

gluOrtho( xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax ),

with the parameters identical to those defining a view volume or frustum. Objects not within the
view volume are clipped out (culled).

3.5.2 Perspective Projection

A perspective projection is the more popular or common choice in computer graphics because it
incorporates foreshortening. Relative dimensions are not preserved, and a distant line segment is
displayed smaller than a nearer line segment of the same length. Figure 8 shows how a perspec
tive projection is derived.

Suppose that we are in the camera frame with the camera located at the origin, pointed in the

negative z-direction. A point in space p(xv' Yv' zv) is projected onto the view plane normal to the

Zy axis, and positioned at distance d from the origin of the system. Point p'(xs' Ys) is the projection

of this point in the view plane. Because the camera is pointing in the negative z-direction, this

projection plane is in the negative half space Z < 0 .

Y
p'(xs 'Ys )

Projection P'lWle

,," z=-d

~--------x

Z

Figure 8: Perspective projection.
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Similar triangles give:

Yy Ys Yy
- = --~Y = ---
Zy d S zyld .

(20)

Expressing this perspective transformation in homogenous coordinates yields:

[

I 0 0 0
o I 0 0 T

(X y , Yy ' Zy' I) .
00 I 0
00 -lid 0

(21)

(22)

Thus, we can do at least a simple perspective projection in homogenous coordinates by
defining a 4 x 4 projection matrix that we apply after the model-view matrix. However, we must
perform a perspective division at the end in the mapping to real 3D coordinates. This division
can be made part of the pipeline.

As mentioned in section 3.4.2, the division is an expensive operation, executing with a
latency of 17 cycles on the TriMedia CPU. Therefore, performing clipping before the perspective
division increases performance for clipped vertices, since for these the division is not computed.

Perspective projection normalization

For perspective projections, we follow a path similar to the one we used for parallel projections:
find a transformation that, by distorting the objects' vertices, allows a simple canonical projec
tion to obtain the desired image. Two operations are involved; first a shear to convert the frus
trum to a symmetric frustrum with 45-degree sides. A scaling transform then scales the frustrum
to the boundaries of the perspective canonical view volume (equation 14)

(

X . + x Y + Y . ) (2Z . 2z . I )H(cot8, cot<!l) = H mIn max, max min and s mIn, min, __ •
2 2 xmax - xmin Ymax - Ymin Zmin

In order to retain a high resolution in z-values, we scale and translate the postperspective z
values to spread more uniformly over the range 0 to 1. The easiest way to specify this scale and
translation is in terms of two z-values in preperspective space: Zmin for the near value and Zmax

for the far value. We then compute the scale and transformation that map these values to 0 and 1,
respectively [1,4], and incorporate these into (21):

I 0 0 0
o I 0 0

M= Zmax Zmax ' with the projection plane at Z = -I . (23)
00

Zmax + Zmin Zmax - Zmin

00 -I 0

Clipping can be done against the perspective canonical view volume before the projection
normalization matrix M is applied, but then the clipping results must be multiplied by M. A more
attractive alternative is to incorporate M into the perspective normalization transformation
N per = S . H, so that just a single matrix multiplication is needed, and then to clip in homogenous

coordinates prior to the division (see paragraph 3.6.1). By using N'per instead of N per for per

spective projections, we can clip against the parallel-projection canonical view volume rather
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than against the perspective-projection canonical view volume.

2zmin 0
xmax + X min 0

X max - Xmin X max - X min

0
2zmin Y max + Ymin

0
N'per = M· N per = Y max - Ymin Y max - Ymin (24)

0 0
Zmax + Zmin 2ZmaxZmin

Zmax - Zmin Zmax - Zmin

0 0 -1 0

Perspective projection in OpenGL

OpenGL provides two functions for specifying perspective views, as well as for computing the
orthographic projection. Alternatively, we can form the projection matrix directly. We can either
specify the angle or field of view in perspective projection

gluPerspective (fovy, aspect, near, far),

or define a frustum:

glMatrixMode (GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadldentity ();
glFrustum (xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax, zmin, zmax).

3.6 Clipping and Visible Surface Determination

Both clipping and visible surface determination can be done at several places in the pipeline.
These algorithms cost processing time, even when the primitive is not clipped or culled. There
fore, the efficiency of the algorithm determines the actual location in the pipeline.

3.6.1 Clipping

A clipper decides which primitives, or parts of primitives, appear on the display. Primitives that
fit within the specified viewing volume pass through the clipper, whereas primitives that fall out
side the viewing volume are culled. Primitives that are only partially within the view volume
must be clipped so that any part lying outside the viewing volume is removed. In the latter case,
the clipper introduces new vertices, and the intensity and depth values for this vertex must be
computed from its neighboring vertices.

Clipping can occur at several places in the pipeline. Although clipping may limit the number
of primitives and vertices that have to be processed by the remainder of the pipeline, the clipping
algorithm should be sufficiently cheap to not limit the pipeline performance when most primi
tives lie inside the viewing volume [1,5, 10].

We define the clipping volume as a set of bounding planes. By carrying out the perspective
normalization but not the orthographic projection, we create a rectangular clipping volume in

homogenous coordinates, and simplify all subsequent intersection calculations [5]. For W > 0,

the clipping limits become

-w~x~w, - W ~ Y ~ w, and -W ~ Z ~ w. (25)

These limits are derived from (13) by replacing x, y, and z by XIW, YIW and VW, respectively. A
vertex lies inside the viewing volume when (25) is valid. When a polygon edge crosses these
clipping boundaries, having one vertex outside the viewing volume, and one inside, we must
compute the new vertex coordinates at the intersection with the clip plane. Up to six intersections
may have to be calculated, one for each side of the view volume.
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The intersection calculations use the parametric representation of a line from

po(Xo' Yo,Zo' Wo) to PI (XI' YI,ZI' WI):

x = XO+t(X1-XO);

Y = Yo + t( Y I - Yo) ;

Z = Zo + t(Z I - Zo) ;

W=WO+t(WI-WO)'

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

For instance, for the intersection of a line with the positive x-plane, equation (26) must be equal

to (29). Solving for t gives the new vertex coordinates. In C-code2:

/* ou t is the index of the vertex outside the viewing volume, */
/* in is the index ofthe vertex inside the viewing volume */
double dx = X(out) - X(in);
double dw = W(out) - W(in);
double t = - (X(in) - W(in) ) / (dw - dx);
double neww = W(in) + t * dw;
X(new) neww;
Y(new) Y(in) + t * (Y(out) Y(in»;
Z(new) = Z(in) + t * (Z(out) - Z(in»
W(new) = neww;

For this new vertex, the associated color value and texture coordinates are computed by linear
interpolation.

3.6.2 Hidden Surface Removal

Before we rasterize any of the primitive objects, that have passed through the required geometric
transformations, we must remove the objects that are obscured from the viewer by other objects,
a process known as hidden surface removal. Although the statement of this fundamental idea is
simple, its implementation requires significant processing power. These requirements have
encouraged the development of numerous carefully structured hidden surface removal algo
rithms.

There are two approaches to hidden surface removal: object space or image space algo
rithms. In both cases we can think of each object as comprising one or more polygons. The first
approach is to compare objects directly with each other, eliminating entire objects or portions of
them that are not visible. The second approach determines which of n objects is visible at each
pixel in the image.

The z-buffer algorithm is one of the simplest image-space hidden surface removal algorithms
to implement in either software or hardware, executing at the same speed as vertices are passing
through the pipeline. It requires that we have available not only a frame buffer in which color
values are stored, but also a z-buffer or depth buffer, in which a z-value is stored for each pixel.
The z-buffer is initialized to zero, representing the z-value at the back clipping plane. The largest
value that can be stored in the z-buffer represents the z of the front clipping plane.

Polygons are rasterized into the frame buffer in arbitrary order. During the scan conversion
process, if the polygon point being rasterized at (x, y) is no farther from the viewer than is the
point whose color and depth are currently in the buffers, then the new point's color and depth
replace the old values. The z-buffer and the frame buffer record the information associated with
the smallest z encountered thus far for each (x, y). Thus polygons appear on the screen in the

order in which they are processed. 3

2See Mesa's view volume clipping functions in the file clip.c.
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We can simplify the computation of z for each point on a scan line by exploiting the fact that
a polygon is planar and can be represented by the plane equation ax + by + cz + d = O. Suppose

that (x" y" Zl) and (xz' Yz, zz) are two points on the polygon in window coordinates (see section

3.5.2 on projection normalization). With

(30)

the plane equation can be written in differential form as afu + My + c& = o. This equation is in

window coordinates. Each scan line corresponds to a line of constant y, and t1y = 0 as we move
across a scan line. On a scan line, we increase x in unit steps, corresponding to moving one pixel
in the frame buffer, with fu = I. Thus, as we move from point to point across a scan line,

(31)

This value is a constant that needs to be computed only once for each polygon. A similar incre
mental calculation can be performed to determine the first value of z on the next scanline, decre
menting by blc for each t1y. Note that although ale and blc are constant in window
coordinates, the perspective-projection normalization does not preserve distances on lines. So
interpolating z-values in this manner is actually an approximation.

3.6.3 Backface Culling

If an object is approximated by a solid polyhedron, then its polygonal faces completely enclose
its volume. Assume that all polygons have been defined such that their surface normals point out
of the polyhedron. If none of the polyhedron's interior is exposed by the front clipping plane,
then those polygons whose surface normals point away from the observer lie on a part of the
polyhedron whose visibility is completely blocked by other closer polygons. Such invisible
back-facing polygons can be eliminated from further processing, a technique known as backface

culling. On average, approximately one-half of a polyhedron's polygons are back-facing. Thus,
backface culling typically halves the number of polygons to be considered by the remainder of
the pipeline.

In eye coordinates, a back-facing polygon may be identified by the nonnegative dot product
that its surface normal forms with the vector from the center of projection to any point on the
polygon. However, since OpenGL specifies the normals at the vertex, it may be hard to find the
accompanying surface normals.

In OpenGL, backface culling is by default disabled and must be turned on with:

glEnable ( GL_CULL_FACE ).

3.7 Rasterization

Rasterization is the process of converting primitives like lines and triangles (already converted
into window coordinates by the viewport mapping) into updates to pixel values in the window's
drawable frame buffer region. OpenGL' s rasterization stage consists of four subtasks: primitive
decomposition, texturing, fog, and per-fragment operations. Rasterization, in principle, requires
calculating each primitive's contribution to each pixel. OpenGL rasterizes in object order, using
the z-buffer algorithm to compute visibility.

3Note that the color at a pixel does not need to be computed if the conditional determining the pixel's visibility is
not satisfied. Therefore, if the shading computation is time consuming, additional efficiency can be gained by perform
ing a rough front-to-back depth sort of the objects to display the closest objects first.
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3.7.1 Scan Conversion

Primitive decomposition or scan conversion converts transformed primitives into pixel values,
and generally stores them in the frame buffer. For each occupied pixel location, a fragment is
generated. A fragment is a pixel location, accompanied by an assigned color, depth, and texture
coordinates as required.

OpenGL's rasterization state affects primitive decomposition, e.g. factors affecting decom
position include antialiasing, line width stippling, culling, etc. Constant shading requires no addi
tional computations in the rasterization stage, since the polygon's uniform color was determined
in the lighting stage. Gouraud shading requires red, green, and blue values to be bilinearly inter
polated across each polygon. Incremental addition can be used to compute RGB values for each
succeeding pixel.

We can fill a polygon using horizontal line segments or spans. A polygon scan conversion
algorithm operates by computing spans that lie between left and right edges of the polygon.
Spans can easily be converted into fragments by iterating across the span. The span extrema are
calculated by an incremental algorithm that computes a scan line/edge intersection from the
intersection with the previous scanline. For simplicity, a polygon may be split into triangles. For
each triangle, the spans are defined by the pixel coordinates of the left and right edge intersec
tions with the scan line. Next, the triangle is filled scanline by scanline by increasing the x-coor
dinate in unit steps along the span and interpolating among others the color, z-coordinate and
texture coordinates along the spans.

The simplest scan-conversion algorithm for calculating the edge pixel coordinates has
become known as the 'digital differential analyzer' (DDA). It simply consists of finding how
much the x-coordinate increases per scan line, and then repeatedly adding this increment along
the polygon edge. Let vo(x, y), VI (x, y) be the start and end vertices of a polygon edge. The fol-

lowing pseudocode gives the DOA-algorithm for computing the edge pixel coordinates.

float x = xO;
float m = (xl-xO) / (yl-yO);
for (int y = yO; Y <= yl; y++)

/* Interpolate colors, etc. along the edge. */
x += m;

}

The left and right edge intersections with the scanline can be computed simultaneously in the
loop. Secondly, with these edge coordinates, we can loop over the pixels in the span and conse
quently interpolate the pixel colors, z-values, etc. for the pixels inside the polygon (figure 9). The
main drawback of this approach is that the slope m = (~y)/(Lix) and the x-coordinate need to be
represented as floating-point values, with a floating-point addition and real-to-integer conversion
each time around the loop.

Figure 9 shows a possible implementation of the DDA algorithm using fixed-point integer

arithmetic4
. Again, for each step in y, we move an integer number of steps in x. There are two

possible x step sizes, the inner and the outer step, which differ by one. During rasterization, we
maintain an error term d that indicates the distance and direction of the closest pixel from the
crossing of the next scanline with the edge. The color, depth, texture coordinates, etc. of the edge
pixels are interpolated along the edge on the basis of this decision variable d. Each interpolant is
updated with an inner or outer increment when advancing to the next edge pixel. The sign of the
error term selects either the inner or the outer step, whichever is closest to the true edge.

4This example specifically shows Mesa's implementation of the DDA algorithm.
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Figure 9: Scan converting a triangle.

II

The following code fragment gives the rasterization algorithm for the left edge of a triangleS.
The coordinates of the right edge can be computed likewise. The spans are traversed from the left
to the right triangle edge. Here, we only show the interpolation of depth values of the pixels on
the left edge. All other interpolants, like the RGBA color components, can be computed in the
same manner by adding inner and outer increments for each interpolant.

fixed x = xs;
int left = (int) x;
fixed m = FloatToFixed( (x1-xO) / (y1-yO) );

fixed error = CEIL(xs) - xs - FIXED_ONE;
fixed derror = FLOOR (m) - m + FIXED_ONE; /* = J - FRAC(m) */
int outer FLOOR(m) ;
int inner = outer + 1;

z = zO;
/* compute dzOu ter increment using ou ter */
/* compute dzInner increment using inner */

for (int y = ys; y <= ye; y++) (
InterpolateSpanPixels(left, right, y);
x += m;
left = (int) x;

error += derror;
if (error >= 0) {

error -= FIXED_ONE;
z += dzOuter;

}
else

z += dzInner;

}

Although the pixels closest to the true edge are located on opposite sides of the edge, many
rasterizers take the precaution of using only pixels on the outer side of the edge, so that con
nected edges of two polygons may overlap, but will never show a gap due to rounding errors.
Besides using fixed point integer arithmetic, this algorithm computes the edge and span interpo-

5See Mesa's implementation of triangle scan conversion in the files triangle.c and tritemp.h
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lants incrementally, as defined by either the inner, or the outer step.

We prove that the decision variable d j in figure 9 represents the error term in the code

fragment for the initial edge point (x" Y,) . Figure 9 shows that

Ir - ql = lx, - pi + FRAC(m) ,

and d} = l-Ir-ql.

Substituting (32) into (33) yields:

d( l-lx,-pl-FRAC(m) = 1+11

(32)

(33)

(34)

where I = CEIL(x,) - x, - 1 and II = 1 - FRAC(m) . Here, d, is negative, so we take the inner

step. The next decision variable can be computed incrementally:

give

It-sl = -d} +FRAC(m) and dz = 1 -It - sl (35)

dz = d}+l-FRAC(m) = d,+11 . (36)

3.7.2 Texture Mapping

Between scan conversion and processing of fragment operations, the fragment color can be mod
ified by texturing and fog. Texturing maps a portion of a specified image---ealled a texture
onto each primitive for which texturing is enabled. The effect of texturing is analogous to apply
ing wall paper over a surface.

Based on the fragment's texture coordinates, the associated texture sample (or texel) within
the texture is combined with the fragment's color based on the texture function. Texture mapping
has earned the role of a fundamental drawing primitive for its ability to substantially enhance the
realism and visual complexity of computer generated images.

Specifying a texture

Although OpenGL supports one to three-dimensional texture maps, 2D texture maps are most
commonly used since 2D texture images can easily be obtained from a drawing or a scanned
photograph. Two-dimensional textures are specified though the function

glTexlmage2D( GL_TEXTURE_2D, level, components, width, height,
border, format, type, image );

The texture pattern is stored in the width times height image. The width and height of a tex-

ture must be a power of tw06. The texture can be stored in RGBA format, thus storing four values
for each texel, or in RGB, luminance, or luminance-alpha format.

Because polygons can be arbitrarily scaled, the final size of a textured polygon on the screen
may vary. To avoid the visual artifacts of under-sampling a texture to fit a small polygon in win
dow coordinates, OpenGL supports a technique called mipmapping that allows several versions
of the texture image to be used [28]. Figure 10 shows how mipmaps are organized as a set of pre
filtered textures at diminishing resolutions. Without mipmapping, small textured objects might
shimmer and flash as they move. When mipmap filtering is used, OpenGL automatically picks or
interpolates the right level of detail from the set of available mipmaps based on the size (in pix
els) of the object being mapped. The GLU utility routine gluBuild2DMipmaps () assists in

6-rhis is an OpenGL restriction; operations on images whose width and height are not a power of two are unde
fined.
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building correctly filtered mipmaps. However, each mipmap can also be specified manually with
the glTexlmage2D () command of which the level parameter specifies the index of the mip
map.

Original Texture Pre-filtered mipmap
Textures

penGL"
1/4

pen . I~~ 1
1
/
64

penGL I~"'I~L

Figure 10: Multiple levels ofdetail for a texture using mipmaps.

Specifying texture modes

Once a texture is specified, it is applied to the rendered object. OpenGL provides a number of
texture filtering methods and texture modes to control how pixels are textured. OpenGL's texture
mode determines how the texture values are combined with the primitive's color values, as gen
erated by lighting calculations or explicit vertex color assignment. The texture mode that deter
mines how texture values affect the color of a fragment can be:

GL_REPLACE The color of a textured fragment in replace mode is determined directly by the tex
ture's color components. Replace mode is specified as

glTexEnvi ( GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE );

GL_DECAL Decal mode applies the texture as a sticker to an object. Depending on the alpha
value of the texels, the texture is more or less blended with the object's color;

GL_MODULATE The color of a textured fragment in modulate mode is a combination of the tex
ture color and the fragment color. The modulate mode allows texturing to interact with colors
determined by OpenGL's lighting model;

GL_BLEND Blend mode is useful for a texture that represents luminance. The color of a textured
pixel is a combination of the fragment color and a texture environment color with the blend
ing factor based on the texture's luminance values.

OpenGL also allows control over the filtering algorithms used to determine texture values.
When the rendered primitive in screen space is smaller than the actual texture, a minification fil
ter determines how and which texels define the texture color for a fragment. The following filters
are available:

GL_NEAREST This filter picks the texel in texture coordinates nearest the center of the pixel,
ignoring mipmaps. This minification filter is specified as:

glTexParameterf ( GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, GL_NEAREST );

GL_LINEAR The linear filter performs a weighted sum of the four texels nearest in texture coordi
nates to the center of the pixel, ignoring mipmaps (figure 11, see also the sample code in par
agraph 2.1.4 on page 8, taken from Mesa's texture.c file). When the texture coordinates are
near the edge of the texture map, the nearest 2x2 array of texels might include some that are
outside the texture map. In these cases, the texel values used depend on whether the texture
should be repeated (GL_REPEAT) or clamped (GL_CLAMP) and whether the texture has been
assigned a border. Bilinear texture filtering can avoid some of the artifacts associated with
animated texture mapped scenes. However, bilinear filtering costs four texture lookups
instead of only one for GL_NEAREST, as well as the computational burden of the weighted
average. Thus, better filtering is traded off with texture rendering performance.
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GL_NEAREST_MIPMAP_LINEAR This filter selects the nearest of two mipmap images and per
forms bilinear interpolation on the texels of the selected mipmap. Combinations like
GL_LINEAR_MIPMAP_NEAREST, or GL_LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR are possible. For example,
GL_LINEAR_MIPMAP_LINEAR performs a trilinear interpolation. First the bilinear interpolation
of the texels in the two nearest mipmaps is computed. Next, the final texel is the weighted
sum of the interpolated texels in the two mipmaps. Thus, this filter performs eight texture
lookups and is the most expensive in terms of bandwidth requirements.

Filtering may also be necessary when the rendered primitive is larger in screen space than the
texture. The texture magnification filter controls this case. Mipmapping only works for minifica
tion, so the sole magnification options are GL_NEAREST and GL_LINEAR.

t

1.0 f-----.-----,--......--f-+-----,---------,

s

° 1.0

Figure 11: Bilinear texture filtering. The fragment's color is dictated by the weighted sum of the four near
est neighbours in the texture. Note that the grid is in reality much finer to create the texture mapped sphere.

Rendering textured primitives

Once a texture and the necessary texturing parameters are specified, rendering of textured primi
tives starts. In addition to object coordinates generated by the glVertex3 f () family of rou
tines, a textured primitive requires per-vertex texture coordinates to be specified. Texture
coordinates determine which location within the texture map is assigned to each vertex.

Texture coordinates are explicitly assigned with the glTexCoord2 f () family of routines.
Usually, texture coordinate values range between 0 and 1. The following is an example of gener
ating texture coordinates for a triangle, using the texture of figure 11.

glBegin ( GL_TRIANGLE8 );
glTexCoord2f( 0, ° );

glVertex3f( 0, 0, ° );
glTexCoord2f( 1, ° );

glVertex3f( 4, 0, ° );
glTexCoord2f( 1, 1 );

glVertex3f( 4, 2, ° );
glEnd();

Texels for texture coordinates falling outside the range 0 to 1 can either be clamped to 0 or 1 or
repeated by using only the fractional component of the texture coordinates, e.g. the texture for a
brick pattern probably can be repeated; the texture for a painting should be clamped. Clamping
or repeating a texture can be specified separately for all texture coordinates, in the 2D case for
texture coordinates sand t:

glTexParameterf ( GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_8, GL_REPEAT );
glTexParameterf ( GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WARP_T, GL_CLAMP );

Automatic texture coordinate generation can be useful for reflection or environment map
ping. OpenGL supports automatic generation of texture coordinates based on vertex object or
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eye coordinates, via the glTexGen () routine. Furthennore, like modeling coordinates, texture
coordinates can be transfonned by a texture matrix before use, e.g. to make a texture slide over
the surface of a moving object.

The complete texture is mapped onto the surface of the primitive by interpolating the texture
coordinates between vertices. In order to preserve perspective, the texture coordinates must also
be transfonned by the perspective division. The division is a computationally expensive opera
tion on the TriMedia CPU [23]. Thus perfonning a perspective division for each texture mapped
pixel limits (software) rasterization perfonnance. However, a hardware rasterization co-proces
sor does not have this limitation.

3.7.3 Per Fragment Operations

The destination of rasterized fragments is the frame buffer, where the results of OpenGL render
ing may be displayed. The frame buffer consists of a rectangular array of pixels corresponding to
the window allocated for OpenGL rendering. Each pixel is simply a set of some number of bits.
Corresponding bits from each pixel in the frame buffer are grouped together into a bitplane; each
bitplane contains a single bit from each pixel. The bitplanes are grouped into several logical buff
ers: the color, depth, stencil, accumulation, and auxiliary buffers. There may be multiple color
buffers for double buffering (front, back) and stereo (left, right).

The stencil buffer can be used to mask selected pixels on the screen. This allows for pixel by
pixel composition of images. The stencil buffer can be used for many purposes like including
reflections and refractions, or constructive solid geometry (CSG). For example, the figure on the
cover of this paper shows an example of a reflection using the stencil buffer. The basic steps to
compute this reflection are:

1. clear the stencil buffer with glClear (GL_STENCIL_BUFFER_BIT) ;

2. render the reflective object (the plane) from the normal viewpoint. Setting the stencil function
to always pass the stencil test draws the object's shape in the stencil buffer:

gl_stencilfunc( GL_ALWAYS, 1, Oxffffffff );

gl_s tenc i lop ( GL_REPLACE, GL_REPLACE, GL_REPLACE );

Also set the colormask to false for this step, so the rendered object is not drawn in the frame
buffer:

glColorMask ( GL_FALSE, GL_FALSE, GL_FALSE );

3. render the reflected object (the sphere) from a special viewpoint: the viewpoint which is on
the opposite side of the reflective plane. Only draw where stencil equals one with:

glStencilFunc( GL_EQUAL, 1, Oxffffffff );

This draws the reflection of the sphere in the frame buffer
4. render the scene from the original viewpoint. This draws the objects in the normal fashion.

Blend this scene with the image of the reflection of the sphere that is already in the frame
buffer with

glBlendFunc ( GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MlNUS_SRC_ALPHA ).

The accumulation buffer can be used for scene antialiasing, motion blur, simulating photo
graphic depth of field (out of focus), and calculating the soft shadows that result from multiple
light sources. OpenGL graphics do not write directly into the accumulation buffer. Typically, a
series of images is generated in one of the standard color buffers, and these are accumulated, one
at a time, in the accumulation buffer. Finally, the result is copied back into a color buffer for
viewing.

For example, to perfonn scene antialiasing, first clear the accumulation buffer and enable the
front buffer for reading and writing. Then loop n times through the code that draws the image in
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a slightly different position, accumulating the data with

glAccum ( GL_ACCUM, 1.O/n )

and finally transferring the accumulated images in the accumulation buffer to a color buffer for
display with

glAccum ( GL_RETURN, 1.0 ).

Fragment &
Associated -----..

Data

Figure 12: OpenGL per-fragment operations.

Figure 12 describes both the complete set of tests that a fragment must pass before it goes
into the frame buffer and the possible final operations that can be performed on the fragment as it
is written. The per-fragment operations form a pipeline. The operations that are most expensive
are those that require an ancillary buffer read-modify-write, like the depth buffer and stencil
tests. Moreover, clearing these buffers is typically a very expensive operation, since it requires
touching all the buffer pixels.
• The scissor test restricts drawing to a user defined rectangular portion of the window, as

defined by the glScissor () command.
• In RGBA mode, the alpha test rejects or accepts a fragment based on its alpha value. If ena

bled, the test compares the incoming alpha value with a reference value. Both the reference
value and the comparison function are set with glAlphaFunc ().

• The stencil test takes place only if there is a stencil buffer. Stenciling applies a test that com
pares a reference value with the value stored at a pixel in the stencil buffer. The reference
value is compared to the value in the stencil buffer using the comparison function, but the
comparison applies only to the bits where the corresponding bits of the mask are 1. Depend
ing on the result of the test, the value in the stencil buffer is modified. glStencilFunc ()

sets the particular comparison function used, the reference value and the mask, whereas
glStencilOp () specifies how the data in the stencil buffer is modified when a fragment
passes or fails the stencil test.

• For each pixel on the screen, the depth buffer keeps track of the distance between the view
point and the object occupying that pixel. Then if the specified depth test passes, the incoming
depth value replaces the one already in the depth buffer. The depth buffer is usually used for
hidden-surface removal (paragraph 3.6.2). The user can choose a different comparison func
tion with glDepthFunc ( ) .

• Blending combines the incoming fragment's red, green, blue, and alpha values with those of
the pixel already stored in the color buffer. Different blending operations can be applied with
glBlendFunc () and the blending that occurs depends on the values of the incoming alpha
value and the alpha value stored at a pixel.
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• Dithering improves the color resolution on systems with a small number of bitplanes, at the
expense of spatial resolution. The dithering operation is hardware dependent. OpenGL only
allows the user to enable or disable dithering by passing GL_DITHER to glEnable () or glD

isable ().

• Logical operations, such as AND or XOR can be applied to the incoming fragment values and!
or those currently in the buffer. glLogicOp () specifies one of the sixteen logical operations.
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4 Modeling TriMedia 3D Graphics support
3D graphics playa key role in today's multimedia applications. Their importance will continue
to grow with the arrival of the overwhelming processing power of media processors like Philips'
TriMedia. The TriMedia processor aims at multimedia applications like digital television, video
conferencing, or tv set-top boxes. TriMedia 3D graphics applications cover the range from tv
based VRML browsers and 3D games, to future applications like virtual shopping environments.

Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 emphasize the need for a dedicated graphics co-processor in the
TriMedia architecture for these applications. Subsequent paragraphs outline the followed
approach for finding an optimal partitioning of graphics tasks on hardware and software. Chapter
5 gives the results.

4.1 Objective

The high demand on processing power, for instance for the rasterization setup or memory band
width for texture mapping, calls for dedicated graphics co-processor to off-load the TriMedia
core.

For instance, a VRML browser is one of the main 3D graphics applications that should run on
the TriMedia. The current TM-I highly optimized, software VRML browser utilizes 100% of the
TM-l core in order to render common VRML scenes (2000 to 3000 texture mapped triangles per
frame at 30 frames per second) in real time. Moreover, a software VRML browser-optimized for
the TM-PROMMPT 64-bit CPu-will probably still use the full cpu resource for real-time perfor
mance, since at the same time, VRML scenes are becoming more and more complex. Many future
VRML applications will make generous use of computationally expensive VRML features like tex
ture mapping, since Pc-based 3D acceleration hardware supports these. Alongside with this
increase in application workload, the available resources for 3D graphics are restricted since the
resources must be shared with other TriMedia applications. It is clear that the TriMedia needs
dedicated graphics hardware support in order to support 3D graphics concurrently with other
media, like real time MPEG decoding, in a realistic system.

The PROMMPT3D project concerns the development of a hardware and software solution for
3D graphics on TriMedia. This project is set to divide the graphics pipeline into graphics tasks
that are candidates for hardware or software support. Statistical performance numbers indicate
the results of the various mappings. This design space exploration (DSE) should come up with a
proposed architecture for a 3D graphics co-processor for the TriMedia.

The work of this thesis lays a foundation for the DSE of the TriMedia graphics co-processor,
namely the partitioning of the graphics pipeline into graphics tasks in the form of Kahn process
networks.
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4.2 Problem Statement

Several 3D graphics applications must benefit from
TriMedia graphics support. We focus on real-time polygon
renderers. We consider the following 3D application areas of
interest to consumer products:
• 3D scene navigators (VRML, Intel Forbidden City);
• 3D games (Doom, Quake, Flight Simulator);
• virtual shopping environments.
These applications demand real-time graphics performance
for complex scenes. Scenes range from 1000 to 30000 tex
tured triangles [8]. For instance, a popular and typical VRML
scene is Floops Episode 35 from the SGI site, featuring 1544
triangles. Figure 13 shows the scene; note the minimal
amount of texture mapping (only the duck's eye is a texture map).

All software should be written in either the C or C++ language, as supported by the TriMedia
toolchain. Moreover, since the TriMedia processor is designed for all sorts of multimedia appli
cations, resources are limited with respect to die size and production cost for an exhaustive hard
ware graphics engine. Graphics applications must compromise between rendering on a dedicated
graphics co-processor and on the TriMedia core CPU. For instance, hardware MPEG support in the
TM-PROMMPT might be used for MPEG texture mapping, thereby reducing memory traffic during
the rasterization of the graphics pipeline.

The graphics pipeline should be partitioned into logical graphics tasks that are candidates for
hardware or software support. This partitioning should result in a simulation model, using as
much of the Mesa graphics software implementation of the OpenGL API as possible to reduce the
overhead of developing custom software. However, the model should be sufficiently general,
addressing the graphics tasks as demanded by the TriMedia applications, not as imposed by
Mesa's implementation issues. The simulation model should make parallelism and communica
tion between the graphics tasks explicit in the form of Kahn process networks. Moreover, when
mapping several graphics tasks on different resources, the communication workload between the
resources needs to be addressed in the model.

4.3 Solution Approach

This section indicates a generic approach to finding an optimal hardware/software mapping for a
specified range of applications. The DSE of the graphics architecture is based on the Y-chart
approach. Basically, this method tries to uncouple the functional application model from its hard
ware implementation. This uncoupling allows for simulation of different hardware architectures
without the need to modify the functional behavior of the benchmark applications.

Figure 14 gives the Y-chart for the development of the TriMedia
graphics co-processor in the PROMMPT3D project. The Y-chart shows a
set of benchmark applications that drive the design of the architecture.
The applications should cover the complete range of 3D graphics that
the hardware and software architecture should support. The collection
of benchmark applications should impose a representative workload on
the resources provided by the architecture.
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Typically, an architect studies this set of applications, makes some initial calculations and
proposes an architecture. The effectiveness of this architecture is then to be evaluated in more
detail and a comparison with alternative architectures is to be performed. Here, much can be

learned from existing architectures like the ORCA rasterizer l .
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Figure 14: Graphics co-processor development Y-chart.

A key step in the architecture evaluation is the analysis of the performance of the benchmark
applications on the proposed architecture. The application defines timing constraints for execu
tion by the architecture, whereas the architecture defines how fast a mapped application will exe
cute. Each of the applications must be mapped onto the architecture and the performance of each
mapping is to be evaluated. The performance numbers produced by the performance analysis
subsequently may inspire the architecture designer to improve the architecture, restructure the
applications or to change the mapping. The mapping process should assure that the application
code is not intertwined with hardware specifics. As shown in figure 15, various mappings can be
exercised at different levels of abstraction-from a back-of-the-envelope calculation of hardware
performance to cycle accurate simulation-without introducing major rewrites of the application
code for each mapping.

The work in this thesis mainly considers the capturing of the functional partitioning of the
benchmark applications. The followed approach comprises several phases, from defining bench
mark applications through defining the simulation model of the benchmark application in terms
of communicating processes, to be executed in the PamTSS environment [29].

First, we explore the aspects of 3D graphics on TriMedia. Therefore, we port Mesa to
TriMedia, and perform several exercises with the TriMedia toolchain and custom operations.
Next, we select or define one or several benchmark applications, representative for the workload
imposed on graphics architectures. Dataflow diagrams indicate the key concepts and aid the
developer in the functional partitioning of the benchmark applications, in this case, the graphics
pipeline.

lThe ORCA is a hardware graphics rasterizer, developed by SP3D [18].
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In this context, we can regard OpenGL as a virtual machine, where the OpenGL API defines a
high level 'instruction set' of OpenGL instructions. Mesa is an implementation of this virtual
machine. Although we take care to maintain a broader scope than that of this specific implemen
tation, Mesa's graphics pipeline follows the general graphics pipeline. With this in mind, we ana
lyze the Mesa code to come to an instruction set at a lower level than that of OpenGL. This set
divides the graphics processes in a clear and logical manner.

We analyze 3D graphics applications on their use of this instruction set. Statistics for each
instruction show which instructions the co-processor should support, and which are so infre
quently used that they can be mapped directly onto the TriMedia core.

From these analyses, we construct an application model, consisting of the graphics tasks or
instructions as identified by the functional partitioning of the benchmark applications. This Kahn
model of communicating processes decouples the application code from the hardware architec
tures and thereby strongly facilitates the mapping process. PamTSS simulation gives us perfor
mance figures of the workload that each instruction imposes on the given resources.

4.3.1 Orientation 3D Graphics on TriMedia

The 3D graphics application model separates the graphics pipeline into functional modules that
are candidates to be supported on the TriMedia core or on dedicated graphics hardware. After
functional partitioning, the potential architectures are those architectures that offer a set of pro
cessing resources that can cover the set of functional modules from the application.

In order to make a relevant functional partitioning of the graphics pipeline, we must have a
feeling of these candidate architectures: the TM-PROMMPT core, supplemented with dedicated
graphics modules. Secondly, we must have a thorough understanding of the Mesa implementa
tion to be able to restructure the code into functional modules, optimize these for the candidate
architecture in order to obtain realistic performance numbers of the mapping, and to get an idea
of the underlying graphics pipeline, supported features, and Mesa implementation issues to aid
the functional partitioning.

This orientation can best be done by performing several optimizations for Mesa on the TM

PROMMPT core. These examples give insight in the TM-PROMMPT architecture, instruction set,
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toolchain, and a methodology for tuning Mesa code to the TM-PROMMPT cpu. Several small
benchmark applications must be written to drive the Mesa pipeline.

Mesa is ported to the TM-PROMMPT platform, and should be included in the application
development toolkit (ATK) for the DSE of the TM-PROMMPT core. The ATK provides a structured
development environment, including tools for performance analysis, for optimizing applications
on several platforms.

4.3.2 Benchmark Applications

We aim to develop a TriMedia graphics co-processor that boosts the performance of all appropri
ate 3D graphics applications. We choose OpenGL as a representative graphics API. However,
there is no need to embrace the full OpenGL specification. We look for a minimal subset of
graphics tasks that the co-processor should support for all target applications. Miscellaneous
functions can be run on the TriMedia core CPu.

This minimal subset can only be found by carefully analyzing the needs of a number of rep
resentative benchmark applications, as well as analyzing the performance of each task on known
architectures. Therefore, two types of statistics are needed. The premier concerns the selection of
several benchmark applications and obtaining statistics on the type, number and frequency of
graphics tasks called. The second type of statistics, performance figures for each task, can only
be obtained by executing realistic simulations and / or studying existing graphics hard- and soft
ware. For the latter, we introduce the application model of the (Mesa) graphics library.

4.3.3 Functional Partitioning

We analyze Mesa's dataflow to gain insight in the functional decomposition of computer graph
ics. The dataflow diagrams indicate the main processes and data stores in the 3D graphics pipe
line, and aid the partitioning of the graphics pipeline into functional modules which can be
mapped onto units of the architecture. In order to correctly draw these dataflow diagrams, a thor
ough understanding of the general and OpenGL graphics pipeline, OpenGL restrictions, and
Mesa's implementation issues is essential.

The dataflow diagrams should reflect a logical graphics instruction set. Each instruction is
given as a task with its in- and output in the dataflow diagram. Although the dataflow diagrams
map easily on the Mesa library, the derived graphics instructions are, and should be, independent
of the actual implementation in Mesa. Apart from the definition of a 'graphics instruction set',
the dataflow diagrams also provide information on the interconnection of the various processes
and their data flows and stores. The data entities that are communicated by the functional mod
ules must have the granularity of the data entities that are to flow through the architecture.

The functional partitioning determines what the functional modules of the application are
and hence constrains the class of potential architectures to the architectures that offer processing
resources for executing the identified functional modules. After functional partitioning, the struc
tured application is still free of time, i.e. it is still a purely functional model. Time is an issue that
is to be addressed completely at the side of the architecture.
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4.3.4 Application Model

The application model lays the foundation for the mapping of graphics applications onto candi
date architectures. It structures the graphics pipeline into a network of tasks---each having their
own thread of control-that correspond to tasks supported by the architecture resources. The key
idea of the used method is to separate the application software and the software layer that models
the architecture, and tie them together using API technology.

Communication between functional modules or tasks is made explicit in the model by instru
menting the application with API calls. In particular, function calls are added at places where
functional modules perform input and output from or to their environment. These function calls
provide hooks by means of which the application model can be linked to an architectural model.
Each functional module from the structured application is embedded in a number of API calls.
Thus, the actual C-code implementation of each functional module remains unchanged.

void task1() {
II Initialize task
Appl-port *input = get_appl-port("task1.input");
Appl-port *output = get_appl-port("task1.output");
Ctrl-port *control = get_ctrl-port("task1");

II Run task as a separate thread ofcontrol
while (1) {

input->read(inval) ;
outval = rasterization_func (inval); II Actual graphics function
control->execute(rasterization)
output->write (outval); II Non-blocking writes

At the application model level, each task communicates via unbounded FIFO buffers, as
shown in figure 16. In the PamTSS environment [29], the instrumented application can dry run

Figure 16: Separate tasks, communicating via unbounded FIFO buffers.

with an architecture that implements zero constraints, i.e. no timing constraints and unlimited
resources. The free flowing architecture API implementation permits the software developers to
repeat the functional verification of the instrumented application software. After approval, the
application software is ready to be mapped onto an architecture.

4.3.5 Architecture Model

Figure 17 shows the mapping of the application tasks onto architecture modules. The architec
ture model is a purely architectural (non-functional) model that defines the available architec
tural resources at an abstract level. The architecture is modeled in terms of processing resources
and communication resources. The architectural resources are modeled as TSS (Tool for System
Simulation) modules that process tokens with certain delays [16]. The flow of tokens determines
when inputs at the application level get enabled.
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_____________________________________________________________________TSS,:

Figure 17: Separate tasks, linked to architectural modules via API calls.
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5 Results
This section gives the results of the definition of a 3D graphics application model, including all
steps taken to obtain this model, as outlined in the previous section.

5.1 Orientation 3D Graphics on TriMedia

We use the Mesa 3D graphics library [19] as a basis for the Kahn simulation model. Using
Mesa, we evaluate the performance of 3D graphics (Mesa) on the TMlOOO and TM-PROMMPT

platform.

5.1.1 Mesa Graphics

In computer graphics, a common practice is to separate the rendering from the scene construction
in a graphics library. This way, many applications benefit from the rendering code in the library
through predefined API calls. Here, OpenGL is the API, and the Mesa library is an implementation
of this interface.

Mesa is distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public License. While Mesa uses the
OpenGL API and mimics its semantics, it is not an official implementation of OpenGL, since it
is not licensed and has not been tested by the OpenGL conformance tests. However, Mesa is still
a viable alternative to official OpenGL implementations. The primary design goal of this library
is correctness. Common code paths are optimized for speed. Mesa aims to be complete and well
structured. Therefore, both the used algorithms and code are clear and easy to understand,
whereas Mesa cannot compete with highly optimized renderers in terms of performance.

Mesa incorporates several device drivers for each platform Mesa runs on. These interface
with platform specific hardware. Here, we use the off-line rendering device driver. This driver is
platform independent and enables us to write rendered images to file on the TriMedia platform.
Therefore, we added a special routine TMOSMesaWri telmage () to the device driver to write
the rendered images to file.

Mesa implements the OpenGL API in the library structure of figure 5 on page 15. We only
port the GL and GLU libraries to TriMedia; the remainder concerns mainly the interfacing with
the X-window system. Table 1 gives some statistics of the core Mesa code. All code is written in

Table 1 : Mesa statistics

Mesa statistic

Version
C-code files
Lines of C-code
Size of C-code

amount

2.6
164
75016
2MB

the C-language, which is supported by the TriMedia toolchain. The large amount of code makes
this library a good test case for debugging of the new TM-PROMMPT toolchain.

5.1.2 Mesa Performance Evaluation on the TriMedia CPU

We evaluate the TMlOOO and TM-PROMMPT instruction set for use with 3D graphics by optimiz
ing several parts of the Mesa source code. For the analysis, we use Mesa's software only render
ing. Simulation on the TriMedia gives performance metrics of each function and decision tree.
We drive the simulation with the torus demo, as described in paragraph 5.2.2. Table 11, appendix
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A.I shows the rendering performance of this demo for 80 polygons, whereas appendix A.2 gives
the statistics for 2000 polygons.

Appendix A indicates that for a software only renderer, texture mapping during the rasteriza
tion stage forms the main rendering performance bottleneck. Appendix A.2 shows that even
when the scenes are complex, texture mapping forms the main bottleneck. Thus, 3D graphics
hardware in TriMedia should at least support texturing. When there are sufficient resources, all
rasterization should be performed in hardware (for instance general_textured_triangl,

gl_write_texture_span,gl_depth_test_span_Iess,write_color_span). However, the soft
ware simulations indicate that for complex scenes, the vertex transformations
gl_transforrn_vb-partl and part2 also impose a large workload on the CPU. Paragraph 2.2.3
gives an example of how the use of floating point vector operations influences the performance
of these matrix operations.

Here we show two examples where vector operations greatly increase performance of texture
mapping: bilinear texture filtering and texture application.

Bilinear texture filtering

Mesa's bilinear interpolation of four texture elements (texels) shows a significant performance
increase with the use of vector operations (see "3.7.2 Texture Mapping" on page 33). The follow
ing C-code sample shows the computation of the weights and the actual interpolation of color
values.

void BiLinearlnterpolation( GLfloat u, GLfloat v,
GLubyte redOO, GLubyte greenOO, GLubyte blueOO,
GLubyte redlO, GLubyte greenlO, GLubyte bluelO,
GLubyte redOI, GLubyte greenOI, GLubyte blueOI,
GLubyte redll, GLubyte greenll, GLubyte bluell,
GLubyte *red, GLubyte *green, GLubyte *blue,

GLubyte alphaOO,
GLubyte alphalO,
GLubyte alphaOI,
GLubyte alphall,
GLubyte *alpha }

«l.OF-a) * (l.OF-b) * 256.0F);
( a * (l.OF-b) * 256.0F);
«l.OF-a) * b * 256.0F);
( a * b * 256.0F);
+ wlO*redlO + wOI*redOI + wll*redll }» 8;
+ wlO*greenlO + wOI*greenOI + wll*greenll) » 8;
+ wlO*bluelO + wOI*blueOI + wll*bluell ) » 8;
+ wlO*alphalO + wOI*alphaOI + wll*alphall} » 8;

wOO (GLuint)
wlO (GLuint)
wOI (GLuint)
wll (GLuint)

(wOO*redOO
(wOO*greenOO
(wOO*blueOO
(wOO*alphaOO

*red
*green
*blue
*alpha

/* u, v are the texture coordinates. */
GLfloat a = FRAC(u - O.5F};
GLfloat b = FRAC(v - O.5F};
/* Compute the weigths: wOO is bottom-left, w11 is upper-right.
* Weights are casted to fixed point integers (decimal point
* at 8 digits) to allow integer multiplication and additiona instead
* offloating point arithmetic. Note that this is not entirely correct,
* e.g. the sum of the weights does not add up to 256!
*/

GLuint
GLuint
GLuint
GLuint

Each texel consists of four 'colors', each 8-bits in size: red, green, blue, and alpha for trans
parency. This example is taken from Mesa's sarnple_linear_2d () function in the texture.c
file. Appendix A gives the performance of this function, as compiled with the TM-PROMMPT tool
chain. The texture filtering is performed by the functions sarnple_linear_2d and
sarnple_2d_linear, for which get_2d_texel loads the texture elements from memory.

In the following TMlOOO rewrite, all custom operations are emphasized. The TM1000 vector
instruction set is not orthogonal, so the application programmer must often restructure the code
to use the little number of vector operations that are available.

Storing and loading the pixel colors from memory as a vector not only reduces the additional
overhead of packing and unpacking the vectors, but also greatly reduces the memory traffic.
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However, packing four bytes into a single integer might result in endianness differences on dif
ferent machines. Therefore, the code must be available in two versions: little and big endian [23,

appendix C].

GLuint BiLinearInterpolation( GLfixed7 u, GLfixed7 v,
GLuint rgbaOO, GLuint rgbalO, GLuint rgbaOl, GLuint rgball )

/* Obtain the texture coordinates directly as fixed point integers with
* the decimal point at 7 digits. This simplifies the floating point
* FRAC operation to a single AND operation with mask Ox0000007F.
*/

GLfixed7 a = (u - FIXED7_HALF) & FIXED7_FRAC_MASK;
GLfixed7 b = (v - FIXED7_HALF) & FIXED7_FRAC_MASK;
/* Here we use fixed7 integers (ubytes) for maximal accuracy */
GLubyte wOO «FIXED7_0NE - a) * (FIXED7_0NE - b)) » FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLubyte wlO = ( a * (FIXED7_0NE - b)) » FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLubyte wOI = «FIXED7_0NE - a) * b) »FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLubyte wll = ( a * b) »FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLubyte w = PACK16LSB( PACKBYTES(wOO,wIO), PACKBYTES(wOI,wll) );
GLuint reds PACK16MSB (MERGEMSB (rgbaOO, rgbalO) ,MERGEMSB(rgbaOI, rgball));
GLuint greens PACK16LSB(MERGEMSB(rgbaOO, rgbalO) ,MERGEMSB(rgbaOI, rgball));
GLuint blues PACK16MSB(MERGELSB(rgbaOO, rgbalO) ,MERGELSB(rgbaOI, rgball));
GLuint alphas PACK16LSB (MERGELSB (rgbaOO, rgbalO) ,MERGELSB(rgbaOI, rgball));
return PACK16LSB( PACKBYTES(UFIRBUU(w, reds) »FIXED7_SHIFT,

UFIRBUU(w, greens) » FIXED7_SHIFT),
PACKBYTES(UFIRBUU(w, blues) »FIXED7_SHIFT,

UFIRBUU(w, alphas) » FIXED7_SHIFT) );

Here, we load the colors of each texel directly as one integer, thereby reducing the number of
loads from 16 to 4. The bilinear interpolation can best be done with the FIR instruction UFIR8uu,

operating on four ubytes simultaneously [23, page A-167], as illustrated in figure 18. The four
FIR instructions take up the 16 multiplications and 12 additions of the plain-C example. How
ever, in order to use this operation, we must first reshuffle the data with the PACK and MERGE

operations [24, page 59]. The final result is again packed into a vector and passed as the func
tion's return value. This has the additional advantage that the return value is passed via a register,
whereas the resulting colors of the plain-C example are passed on the stack.

Figure 18: TM1000 UFlR8uu custom operation.

This optimized code example executes in 16 cycles, as compiled with the latest TM1000

compilation system (Tcs2.0), whereas the plain-C code takes a total of 57 scheduled cycles,

divided over three decision trees I.

lThe FRAC macro in the plain-C sample is defined in Mesa using the fioorO function.
Here, we optimize the FRAC macro as follows:

#define FLOOR(x) ( «int)(x»O II (x)==(int)(x» ? (int) (x) : (int)(x»-l
#define FRAC(x) ( (x) - (float) FLOOR(x) )

The if-statement in the macro call causes the three different decision trees.
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The 'vectorized' TM-PROMMPT version of the texture interpolation sample code becomes:

vec64ub BiLinearlnterpolation( GLfixed7 u, GLfixed7 v,
vec64ub rgbaOO, vec64ub rgbalO, vec64ub rgbaOI, vec64ub rgball )

GLfixed7 a (u - FIXED7_HALF) & FIXED7_FRAC_MASK;
GLfixed7 b (v - FIXED7_HALF) & FIXED7_FRAC_MASK;
GLuint woo ((FIXED7_0NE - a) * (FIXED7_0NE - b)) » FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLuint wID ( a * (FIXED7_0NE - b)) » FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLuint wOI ((FIXED7_0NE - a) * b) »FIXED7_SHIFT;
GLuint wll ( a * b) »FIXED7_SHIFT;
vec64ub wO ub-pack( wOO, wOO, wOO, wOO, wID, wID, wIO, wlO );
vec64ub wI ub-pack( wOI, wOI, wOI, wOI, wll, wll, wll, wll );
vec64ub rgbaO = ub_bin_uw( uw_mergelow (uw_bin_ub (rgbaOO) ,

uw_bin_ub(rgbaIO)) );
vec64ub rgbal = ub_bin_uw( uw_mergelow(uw_bin_ub(rgbaOI),

uw_bin_ub(rgball)) );
vec64uh wOOrgbaOO, wlOrgbalO, wOIrgbaOI, wIIrgball, rgba;
ub_dblmul( &wOOrgbaOO, &wIOrgbaIO, wO, rgbaO );
ub_dblmul( &wOIrgbaOI, &wIIrgball, wI, rgbal );
rgba = uh_add( uh_add( wOOrgbaOO, wlOrgbalO ),

uh_add( wOIrgbaOI, wIIrgbal1 ) );
/* Add, shift rigth with rouding and clipping */
return ub_clipcompact( uh_shiftrightround(rgba,

FIXED7_SHIFT) ,
uh_zero () );

Similar to the TMIOOO example, we repack the texel colors before the interpolation. How
ever, here we use the full 64-bits by packing eight color values into a single vector. For this
application, we added the binary conversion operations ub_bin_uh/uh_bin_ub, ub_bin_uw/

uw_bin_ub, and uh_bin_uw/uw_bin_uh to the instruction set, to allow conversions from
bytes to halfwords and words.

After shuffling, the original 16 multiplies of the plain-C example reduce to two vector multi
ples ub_dblmul. The vector multiply operations return the RGBA vector elements in full 16-bit
accuracy. Therefore, the following additions operate on unsigned halfword vectors, instead of
unsigned byte vectors. Thus, the twelve additions of the plain-C version reduce to three unsigned
halfword vector additions uh_add. The ub_clipcompact operation clips each of the 16-bit
RGBA vector elements to an unsigned byte and concatenates them to the final unsigned byte vec
tor. Compared with the plain-C version, accuracy is increased by rounding the outcome color
values before shifting with uh_shi ftrightround

Figure 19 shows the optimization results for Mesa's sample_2d_linear () function. This
function loads the four texels from memory and perfonns the given texture filtering. The figure
shows, from left to right, the number of executed operations; guarded, non-executed operations;
no-operations; cache conflicts and data cache stalls. Compared with the functions of the plain-C
version, this code executes at approximately 76 percent of the cycle count for the original Mesa
implementation.

The optimized code is still sparse. We see that the way of storing the texels greatly influences
the required memory bandwidth and cache utilization during texture filtering. The number of
issues per cycle can be increased by storing the texture images in a different fonnat. Wood [30]
gives an overview of several filtering techniques and texture formats.
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Figure 19: Statistics of the optimized TM-PROMMPT sample_linear_2d () function.
This function covers the sample_linear_2d, sample_2d_linear, geC2d_texel and

floor functions of the original Mesa code.

Texture application

The various texture application modes, such as GL_DECAL and GL_MODULATE are described in
paragraph 3.7.2. For GL_DECAL, for example, the texture colors are combined with the input
fragment colors. The following C-code sample is extracted from Mesa's apply_texture ()

function in the source file texture.c.

void AppIyTexture( GLcontext *ctx,
GLuint n,
GLubyte red[], GLubyte green[], GLubyte bIue[], GLubyte aIpha[],
GLubyte Rt[], GLubyte Gt[], GLubyte Bt[], GLubyte At[] )

if (lctx->Visual->EightBitColor) (
/* This is a hack! Rescale input colors from [O,scaleJ to [0,255J. */
GLfIoat rscale 255.0 * ctx->Visual->InvRedScaIe;
GLfIoat gscale 255.0 * ctx->Visual->InvGreenScaIe;
GLfIoat bscale 255.0 * ctx->Visual->InvBIueScaIe;
GLfIoat ascale 255.0 * ctx->Visual->InvAIphaScaIe;
for (i=O;i<n;i++) (

red[i] (GLint) (red[i] * rscaIe)
green[i] (GLint) (green[i] * gscaIe)
bIue[i] (GLint) (bIue[i] * bscaIe)
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alpha[i] (GLint) (alpha[i] * ascale);

/*
* Use (A*(B+l)) » 8 as a fast approximation of (A*B)/255 for A
* and B in [O,255J
*/

#define PROD (A, B) ( «GLint) (A) * «GLint) (B) +1)) » 8)

for (i=O;i<n;i++) {
/* Cv = Cf(l-At) + CtAt */
GLint t = At[i], s = 255 - t;
red[i] PROD(red[i], s) + PROD(Rt[i] ,t);
green[i] = PROD(green[i],s) + PROD(Gt[i],t);
blue[i] PROD(blue[i], s) + PROD(Bt[i] ,t);
/* Av = Af */

* rscale);
* gscale);
* bscale);
* ascale);

(red [i]
(green[i]
(blue[i]
(alpha[i]

if (!ctx->Visual->EightBitColor) {
/* This is a hack! Rescale input colors from [O,255J to [O,scaleJ. */
GLfloat rscale ctx->Visual->RedScale * (l.OF/ 255.0F);
GLfloat gscale = ctx->Visual->GreenScale * (l.OF/ 255.0F);
GLfloat bscale = ctx->Visual->BlueScale * (1. OF/ 255.0F);
GLfloat ascale = ctx->Visual->AlphaScale * (l.OF/ 255.0F);
for (i=O;i<n;i++) {

red[i] (GLint)
green[i] (GLint)
blue[i] (GLint)
alpha[i] (GLint)

The object colors are rescaled from [O,scale] tot [0,255]. Texture colors are already in the
scale [0,255]. This up and down scaling of object colors costs in total two memory lookups and
two mUltiplications for each color. In the original code, this scaling is performed for every tex
ture application mode, although it is only necessary for GL_DECAL.

Mesa uses the approximation A(B+1) » 8 for AB / 255 in order to avoid the division. This is
however not correct. For instance, for B=l, we make a 50% error. A more accurate approxima
tion comes from the Taylor expansion

1 _ 1 2-1- - +x+x + ....
-x

(37)

Using this Taylor series, we rewrite 1 /255 as

So AB /255 becomes

AB
255 = (AB»8)+(AB» 16)+ ... (39)

However, both A and Bare 8-bits values, so only the first shift makes sense. For large A and B,
the error we make when omitting the shift 16 is too large. We can compensate this by adding one
to the result when A> 128 and B> 128. However, we do not want to place an if-statement in the
macro definition, since this might split up the code in several decision trees, and thereby greatly
reduce performance. We can circumvent the if-statement by realizing that A and B's most signif
icant bit equals one when A> 128, respectively B> 128, and equals zero otherwise. Thus we add
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the most significant bit of the multiplication of A and B

AB- = (AB»8)+((AB» 15)·1).
255

For TMlOOO, this becomes:

void ApplyTexture{ GLcontext *ctx,
GLuint n,
GLubyte * RESTRICT red,
GLubyte * RESTRICT green,
GLubyte * RESTRICT blue,
GLubyte * RESTRICT alpha,
GLuint texel[] )

(40)

{
*define QUADPROD(A,B) ( QUADUMULMSB({A), (B)) \

+ {(QUADUMULMSB ( (A) , (B)) » 7) & Ox01010101) )
/* #define QUADPROD(A,B) (QUADUMULMSB((A) , (B)) ) is faster but less accurate */

const GLint no8BitCoior = !ctx->Visual->EightBitColor;
GLuint scaleTo8Bit;
if (no8BitColor) {

GLfixed8 rscale = FioatToFixed8{255 * ctx->Visual->InvRedScale )
GLfixed8 gscale = FioatToFixed8{255 * ctx->Visual->InvGreenScale)
GLfixed8 bscale = FloatToFixed8(255 * ctx->Visual->InvBlueScale )
scaleTo8Bit = PACK16LSB{ rsca1e, PACKBYTES{gscale, bscale) );

for (i=O;i<n;i++) {
GLuint rgb = PACK16LSB{ red[i], PACKBYTES{green[i], blue[i]) );
/* CV = Cf(l-At) + CtAt */
/* Av = Af * /
GLuint At = UBYTESEL(texel[i], 0);
GLuint decal = PACK16LSB{ At, PACKBYTES(At, At) );
GLuint Ct = texel[i] » 8;
if (no8BitColor) Ct = QUADUMULMSB(Ct, scaleTo8Bit);
/* (l-At) becomes (255-At) in fixed point. Is the same as -At */
/* Normal add, since non of the ubytes causes an overflow. */
rgb = QUADPROD(rgb, -decal) + QUADPROD{Ct, decal);
red[i] UBYTESEL{rgb, 2);
green[i] UBYTESEL(rgb, 1);
blue[i] UBYTESEL{rgb, 0);

As shown below, the QUADUMULMSB operation computes four separate products of the four
pairs of corresponding bytes. The most significant bit of each l6-bit product is written to the cor
responding byte in the ouput color vector.

Figure 20: TM1000 QUADUMULMSB custom operation, operating on integers with RGBA data.
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In this code sample, we downscale the texture color values, instead of performing two scal
ing transformations on the input fragment colors. This optimization originates from how
GL_DECALisperformed

(41 )

where c f is the input fragment RGB color, ct the texel RGB color, At the texel alpha value, and S

the scaling from [O,scale] to [0,255]. If we look at the assembly, the optimization of (41) is very

efficient, since we now move the scaling from Cf ' which is on the critical path, to Cl ' which is

not on the critical execution path.
The optimized TM-PROMMPT version becomes:

void ApplyTexture( GLcontext *ctx,
GLuint n,
GLubyte red[], GLubyte green[], GLubyte bluer], GLubyte alpha[],
vec64ub texel[] )

(
#define QUADPROD(A,B) (ub_add(ub_mspmul( (A), (B)), \

ub_shiftright(ub_mspmul((A), (B)), 7)) )

const GLint no8BitColor = !ctx->Visual->EightBitColor;
vec64ub scaleTo8Bit;
if (no8BitColor) {

GLfixed8 rscale FloatToFixed8(ctx->Visual->RedScale * (I.OF! 255.0F))
GLfixed8 gscale FloatToFixed8(ctx->Visual->GreenScale * (I.OF! 255.0F))
GLfixed8 bscale FloatToFixed8(ctx->Visual->BlueScale * (I.OF! 255.0F))

scaleTo8Bit = ub-pack(rscale, gscale, bscale, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° );
for (i=O;i<n;i++) (

vec64ub rgb = ub-pack( red[i], green[i], blue[i), 0, 0, 0, 0, ° );
/* Cv = Cf(l-At) + CtAt */
/* Av = Af */
GLubyte At = ub_get( texel[i], 3 );
vec64ub decal = ub-pack( At, At, At, 0, 0, 0, 0, ° );
vec64ub Ct = texel[i);

/* Only scale the texture from [0,255J to [O,scaleJ */
if (no8BitColor) Ct = ub_mspmul( Ct, scaleTo8Bit );

/* (l-At) becomes (255-At) in fixed point. Is the same as -At */
/* Normal add, since non of the ubytes causes an overflow. */
rgb = ub_add( QUADPROD(rgb, ub_inv(decal)), QUADPROD(Ct, decal) );

red[i) ub_get( rgb, ° );
green[i] ub_get( rgb, I );
blue[i) ub_get( rgb, 2 );

}

The ub_ffispffiul operation returns the most significant byte of the elementwise product of the
two input vectors, comparable to the TMlOOO QUADUMULMSB operation of figure 20.
Again, the TM-PROMMPT vector instruction set allows us to write down the sample in less opera
tions (approx. 36% of the original Mesa source, see figure 21 and appendix A.I). Also, the
TM1000 version had to be written twice, once for little and once for big endian mode. Since the
TM-PROMMPT vectors regard each vector element separately as unsigned bytes, instead of for
example loading a vector of four unsigned bytes as an integer in TMlOOO, the TM-PROMMPT code
does not suffer from endianness differences.
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Figure 21: Statistics of the optimized TM-PROMMPT apply_texture () function.

Optimization results

Table 11 in appendix A.l gives the profile statistics for the torus program with 80 polygons. Tex
ture mapping functions, as well as several small functions for vertex transformations (paragraph
2.2.3) are optimized for the TM-PROMMPT instruction set. The total cycle count reduces from
23,342,223 cycles of the plain-C version to roughly 58 percent of the original with 9,821,547
total cycles. Higher performance rates can be obtained by restructuring the Mesa code to maxi
mally express the parallelism in the code.
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5.2 Benchmark Applications

This subsection concerns the selection or creation of benchmark applications to drive the simula
tion.

5.2.1 VRML

As illustrated in paragraph 4.1, VRML is one of the main 3D graphics applications that should run
on TriMedia. Chiueh and Lin [8] analyzed the 3D graphics workload of several VRML 1.0 mod
els, using Mesa as rendering engine. The study focused on four categories of VRML models.
• High quality polygon models. These feature very small polygons to simulate the fine details

of lighting effects.
• Simple polygon models. These models put similar emphasis on lighting effects, but use a less

complex geometry;
• Architectural models. Here, lighting and shading considerations are minimal, but geometric

accuracy is of major concern.
• Models using texture mapping. 2D texture images are used to emulate fine 3D geometric

details, thus greatly simplifying the geometric description.
The last category incorporates the VRML models that impose a workload representative for
TriMedia graphics applications. However, Chiueh and Lin only analyzed four models in this cat
egory. Meinds gives a more thorough study of common VRML scenes, representative for
TriMedia graphics applications [15, section 3.1.5.]. The presented Kahn model (paragraph 5.4)
can be used to analyze any VRML file, when we have to possibility to map VRML models to
OpenGL rendering calls.

The VRML Library, QvLib, is a set of c++ routines which can parse VRML 1.0 files. Its output
is a 'parse tree', which may be traversed by a program to generate a view (or a translation) of a
VRML environment. QvLib was created by extracting the necessary code from the Open Inventor
2.0.1 source.

Veimo et al. [26] added OpenGL rendering traversal to QvLib. This can interface with
Mesa's GL and GLU source, although Veimo et al. did not test this for the current release. How
ever, a short survey of the source shows that we are able to parse simple VRML 1.0 files and ren
der these with Mesa's offscreen device driver, as used in the simulation (figure 22).

Figure 22: bookshelf. wrl: VRML 1.0 model, rendered with QvLib and Mesa.

VRML 1.0 supports only static scene descriptions; dynamic or moving object behavior is
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included in VRML 2.0. Although the additional animation has probably little influence on the
imposed workload, we might prefer to parse VRML 2.0 since most oftoday's VRML files are writ
ten in VRML 2.0. Meinds et al. [14] give an overview of how VRML 2.0 primitives map onto
OpenGL instructions.

For VRML 2.0, we might use a modified version of the VRML browser developed for TMlOOO

at PRL, Redhill, which parses VRML 2.0 models and renders them via the OpenGL interface. This
could easily interface with the Mesa source.

5.2.2 Torus demo

In addition to VRML scenes, we define simple OpenGL programs that issue those OpenGL
instructions that are not covered by the VRML models, but should be included in the 3D graphics
workload. We drive the initial simulation with a simple OpenGL program: torus. c.

The program displays a torus, illuminated by a directional light with an ambient, diffuse and
specular component, using Gouraud shading. A texture map of 64 x 64 elements is folded over
the torus. The texture map modulates the illuminated torus with the GL_DECAL texturing mode
(paragraph 3.7.2). The number of polygons can be changed via a command line interface. Figure
23 shows the torus for respectively 80 and 2000 polygons.

Figure 23: OpenGL torus program. respectively with 80 and 2000 polygons.

5.3 Functional Partitioning

We partition the graphics pipeline into functional modules. The partitioning is mainly based on
the Mesa structure. However, Mesa implementation issues are not addressed in the partitioning.
For the actual implementation of each modules, we can re-use the Mesa code.

First we analyze Mesa's structure with the aid of dataflow diagrams. Although these-ini
tial--dataflow diagrams gain insight in the structure of the library, it is not clear from the dia
grams which data entities are passed between different modules. Therefore, we annotate the
dataflow diagrams with additional information on the type of data that is communicated between
each module. This annotation facilitates the development of the 3D graphics application model
(see paragraph 4.3.4).

The dataflow diagrams only reflect the rendering stage, state settings and image processing
operations are not shown. Furthermore, the initial dataflow diagrams reflect the Mesa structure,
whereas the annotated version is more geared towards a general 3D graphics approach.
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5.3.1 Initial Mesa Dataflow

Figure 24 and 25 show the Mesa dataflow diagrams of the geometry and rasterization pipelines.
These dataflow diagrams are constructed mainly from Mesa's library code. Each process or
instruction represents one or several Mesa functions. The dataflow diagrams only embody the
rendering stage. The implementation of OpenGL state settings is not listed.
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Figure 24: Initial Mesa geometry pipeline.

In figure 24, we recognize the following operations: database traversal, model-view trans
formation, projection transformation, lighting and fog, viewport mapping, clipping, culling and
rasterization. All processes are numbered in order of their associated function calls in Mesa.
Apart from these processes, optional functions include user plane clipping and texture coordinate
generation and transformation. User plane clipping is done in eye-coordinate space. Texture
coordinates are normally assigned by the application programmer, but they can also be automati
cally generated, e.g. for textured terrain, where the exact mapping of texture on the surface is
somewhat arbitrarily. Texture coordinates can be transformed by a user specified texture matrix
for special effects, like sliding the texture over the surface of an object as it is redrawn.

Database Traversal

The rendering pipeline starts when the vertex buffer, holding all information on vertex coordi
nates, color, texture coordinates and normals, is flushed, or when glEnd () is called from the
application program. All vertices are passed through the pipeline.

Model-View Transformation

All vertices and vertex normals are transformed by the model-view transformation, given by the
model-view matrix. This transformation includes placing both the objects and the camera in the
world.

Projection Transformation

Here vertex eye-coordinates are transformed by the projection matrix, as derived in section 3.5.
Also, a clipmask for each vertex is computed. The vertices are compared to the normalized view
ing volume. A clipmask bit for a vertex is set when a vertex lies outside the viewing volume.
This mask is used for clipping in homogenous coordinates.

Lighting and Fog

Vertex colors are shaded according to the current shading model (flat or Gouraud shading). The
illumination equation is evaluated per light source and summed over all light sources. After illu
mination, fog is applied following the current fog model.

Viewport Mapping

All non-clipped vertices are mapped to the viewport. Also the perspective division is performed
here, resulting in vertex window coordinates.

Clipping

Clipped vertices are evaluated on a per polygon basis. Clipped polygons
are assigned new 'clip vertices', as illustrated here. Vertex texture coordi
nate and color are interpolated for these new clip vertices. The newly
introduced clip vertices are mapped to the viewport and, if necessary, a
perspective division is performed.

Culling

Once all polygon (clip) vertices are known after clipping. The area of the polygon is computed
for area culling. Similarly, the sign of the area is used for backface culling: removing polygons
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with a backward pointing normal.
Compared to the general graphics pipeline (see section 3), we see that backface culling is

done after all vertex transformations. Considering that backface culling may eliminate as much
as 50 percent of the vertices to be rendered, performing backface culling earlier in the pipeline
may substantially increase performance for scenes with many polygons. However, backface cull
ing only makes sense for single primitives. For primitives like triangle strips or triangle fans of
which each vertex defines several triangles, backface culling cannot be easily done.

In Mesa, backface culling is done in screen space, after clipping. The polygon area A has to
be computed for area culling and the sign of the area can be used for backface culling:

A = ~L(Xi+I-X;>(Yi+l +Yi)·
i

(42)

v5

v6

v4

vO

unsigned int i;
for (i = 1; i < n; i++) {

unsigned int j = vlist[i];
float x = vb->Win[j] [0];
float y = vb->Win[j] [1];
if ((x < xl) I I ((x == xl) && (y < yl)) ) {

index = i;
xl x;
yl = y;

Performing backface culling in eye space can only be done if the polygon's normal can easily
be computed. The following algorithm gives an efficient method for computing the polygon's
orientation, defined by the cross product of two vectors, as determined by three polygon vertices.
The algorithm is split into two parts. The first part finds the left most vertex of the polygon:

float xl = vb->Win[vlist[O]] [0];
float yl = vb->Win[vlist[O]] [1];
unsigned int index = 0;

},

with vlist the list of indices of the polygon's vertices in the array of vertex window coordinates
in the vertex buffer vb, and n the number of vertices in the polygon.

Next, the two vectors from this vertex to its two neighboring vertices define the orientation
of the polygon via the cross product.

/* Get the vertices before and after the
* bottom left vertex vJ in the vertex list.
*/

unsigned int vO = vlist[(index-l)%n];
float xl = vb->Win[vO] [0];
float yl = vb->Win[vO] [1];
unsigned int jb = vlist[(index+l)%n];
float x2 = vb->Win[v2] [0];
float y2 = vb->Win[v2] [1];

xl - xO;
yl yO;
xl - x2;
yl - y2;

/* Compute vectors from bottom left vertex
* to its neigbouring vertices
*/
float dxO
float dyO
float dx2
float dy2

/* Compute normal z value with a cross product.
* When normaCz < 0, polygon is CCWoriented.
*/
int normal_z = ( (dxO * dy2) - (dx2 * dyO) < 0 );

The algorithm can be greatly reduced in complexity when we only consider simple and con
vex polygons, as specified in OpenGL. The implementation of this simplified method is left as an
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exercise for the reader.
The algorithm is shown in screen space after perspective projec

tion, where the viewpoint lies at infinity. In eye-space, the eye is at
the origin, looking down the z-axis; no perspective has been per
formed yet. With a local viewer, discarding a polygon with a normal
z-coordinate smaller than zero is not always correct. The figure on
the right shows a ID view of a polygon with normal z < 0 that is vis
ible for the camera in eye-space.

Thus, the test value for a face should measure the angle between
the normal and a vector to the eye. If the cosine of this angle is positive, the angle is less than 90
degrees and the polygon faces the eye; if the cosine is negative, the angle is greater than 90
degrees and the polygon faces away. The cosine is computed by simply taking the dot product
between the normal and a vector from any vertex of the polygon to the eye.

Rasterization

Polygons are rasterized as triangle fans. Figure 25 shows the rasterization stage of Mesa's ren
dering pipeline in more detail. Scan conversion incorporates the algorithm of section 3.7.1. Pixel
color, alpha value, texture coordinates, and depth value are interpolated for the span edges and
consequently for each pixel in the span.

Next come the per fragment operations and tests as described in paragraph 3.7.3. The results
of all fragment tests, like scissoring and depth testing, are written to a pixel mask, representing
the test result for each pixel in the span. If a bit in the pixel mask is set by one test, then subse
quent operations and tests on this pixel are not performed.

Apart from rendering directly in the frame buffer, it is also possible to only render in the
stencil or depth buffer in a two-pass algorithm (see section 3.7.3 for an example using the stencil
buffer to render reflections in two steps). This means that both the depth and stencil buffer values
depend on the results of all earlier tests. Therefore, the fragment tests can not be issued directly
in parallel.
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Figure 25: Initial Mesa rasterization pipeline.
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5.3.2 Annotated Mesa Dataflow

In order to get a grasp on the exact data that is passed between subsequent processes, we annotate
the dataflow diagrams of the previous section with the in and out flowing data. In figures 24 and
25, it is not clear what tokens are input of a process, where this input comes from, and especially
what is the granularity of the dataflow, e.g. how does the clipping process in figure 24 change
vertex color and texture coordinates, and is lighting performed per vertex or per polygon.

Figure 26 depicts the annotated Mesa dataflow. All input and output data of a process are
added to the input and output arrows. Arrows at the top and bottom indicate the main dataflow.
Arrows at the side of a process indicate OpenGL state settings or additional data needed in the
process.

The main dataflow diagram of figure 26 is further refined into several small dataflow dia
grams. However, all input and output data for a process should be reflected in the top level
model. Figure 26 shows the main graphics processes divided into subtasks, as reflected in the
general graphics pipeline or in the Mesa code.

Database Traversal

The vertex buffer holds all indicated vertex information. Although drawn as separate data stores,
vertex object coordinates, normals, texture coordinates, and color are passed to the various mod
ules via the vertex buffer on a per primitive (polygon) basis.

In Mesa, the rendering process is started whenever glEnd () is called, or the vertex buffer is
full. This means that the vertex buffer only contains a single primitive. This primitive can how
ever be a triangle strip or triangle fan. Thus, for scenes with many polygons, each having only a
few vertices, every polygon is rendered separately. The type of primitive is stored in the device
context, it is not passed through pipeline via the vertex buffer. Table 2 shows Mesa's database
traversal functions. Contrary to Mesa's implementation, the OpenGL specification does not
imply that each primitive should be rendered separately.

Table 2: Database traversal, Mesa functions.

Function

vertex*

glEnd
gLEnd

File

vbfill.c

apil.c
vbfill.c

Description

Update the vertex buffer with the
specified vertex colors, nonnals,
texture coordinates, an vertex
coordinates
Function pointer to gLEnd
Start the rendering pipeline
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Model-View Transformation

The model-view transfonnation module transfonns all input vertices and vertex nonnals in the
vertex buffer from object to eye coordinates, using the current transformation matrix. This
model-view matrix is defined prior to rendering by the application program. In Mesa, first all
vertices are transformed by the 4 x 4 element model-view matrix. The vertices can be stored in
either (x,y,z) or (x,y,z,w) floating point fonnat.

Subsequently, all vertex normals are transfonned by the inverse model-view matrix. Vertex
nonnals are stored in (x,y,z) floating point format. The vertex buffer guards the synchronization;
a vertex and its associated nonnal are assigned equal indices in their corresponding data stores in
the vertex buffer. Table 3 shows Mesa's main model-view transfonnation functions.

Table 3 : Model-view transformation, Mesa functions.

Function

gLtransfonn_vb_part!
transfonn_points3
transfonn_points4
gl_xfonn_nonnals_3fv

File

vbxfonn.c
vbxfonn.c
vbxfonn.c
xfonn.c

Description

Applies the model-view transfonnations
Transfonn vertices in (x,y,z) fonnat
Transfonn vertices in (x,y,z,w) fonnat
Transfonn nonnal vectors

Projection Transformation

Here, the projection nonnalization of section 3.5 is performed. The 16 element projection matrix
is defined prior to the rendering stage as an OpenGL state setting. Each vertex in the vertex
buffer is evaluated against the nonnalized viewing volume. The results are written in a vertex
clipmask.

The clipmask stores for each vertex to which clipplane the vertex should clipped in a later
stage. If a vertex lies inside the viewing volume, the mask is not set. Also, the AND and the OR

value of all vertex clipmasks are stored. If all vertices are clipped, the rendering stage exits.
Table 4 shows Mesa's projection transformation functions.

Function

Table 4: Projection transformation, Mesafunctions.

File Description

projeccand_cliptest

vbxfonn.c Applies user plane clipping, projection,
shading, fog and viewport mapping

vbxfonn.c Projection transfonnation and compu
tation of vertex clipmasks

Lighting and Fog

Figure 27 gives a detailed dataflow diagram of the lighting and fog module. These shading com
putations are based on the vertex nonnals and colors in the vertex buffer. The lighting equation is
evaluated for each (enabled) light source. The light models and material parameters are specified
in advance by the application program. The vertex color data flows through both lighting and fog
modules, meaning that each process obtains the vertex color from the vertex color data store and
writes the output colors back into this buffer. Lighting uses the vertex (xe, Ye, ze) eye coordinates

and the (xn, Yn' zn) vertex nonnal vectors. Also, the front and back color of each light is com

puted, depending on the OpenGL settings.
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Figure 27: Lighting andfog annotated dataflow.

Fog calculations are based on the fog model and the vertex eye z-coordinates, as described in

section 3.4.5. Final outcome are the shaded and fogged vertex colors2. Table 5 shows Mesa's
main shading functions.

Table 5 : Shading, Mesafunctions.

Function

shade_vertices

gl_colocshade_vertices
fog_vertices

File

vbxfonn.c

vbxfonn.c
shade.c
vbxfonn.c

Description

Applies user plane clipping, projection,
shading, fog and viewport mapping
Shade vertices, front / back

Actual lighting computations
Fog vertices, font / back

Clipping and Viewport Mapping

View volume clipping and viewport mapping are intertwined in Mesa.
The clipmask is evaluated for each vertex. When a vertex is not clipped,
the viewport mapping is performed, followed by the perspective divi
sion, resulting in vertex window coordinates for each vertex in the vertex
buffer. Note that the viewport is three-dimensional. The depth-coordi
nate is kept for hidden surface removal during rasterization.

In Mesa, this constitutes the end of the geometry processing. Afterwards, the rasterization
setup of the device driver (if any) is performed, and the OpenGL primitives such as triangle fans
are split into separate triangles.

Next, clipped vertices are evaluated on a per polygon basis, as indicated in figure 28. If a ver
tex of a polygon is clipped, new clip vertices, along with their texture coordinates and color, are
computed. After clipping, the newly introduced clip vertices are mapped to the viewport and the
rasterization setup is performed for these vertices.

2Note that the labels of the data entering and exiting a process indicate the local data names for that process. This
way, the in- and outgoing arrows really indicate the necessary input and output of the process, not depending on where
the process fits in the pipeline.
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Figure 28: Polygon clipping with clip vertex viewport mapping.

In Mesa, the clip vertices are added to the vertex window coordinates in the vertex buffer.
Similarly, clip vertex color and texture coordinate are added to the end of the corresponding data
stores in the vertex buffer. Here, this is depicted by the merge of the clip vertex data stores and
the non-clipped vertex data stores in input arrows of the next module.

Apart from view volume clipping, OpenGL also supports clipping in eye-space against user
defined clipping planes. Figure 29 gives the details.

Figure 29: Mesa user plane clipping.

In Mesa, each vertex is evaluated against the user defined clip planes before projection. The
clipmask stores a bit for every vertex indicating whether the vertex was clipped or not. Similar to
view volume clipping, the actual clipping operates per polygon. The newly introduced clip verti
ces are subsequently transformed by the projection matrix. Table 6 gives Mesa's clipping opera
tions.
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Table 6: Clipping and viewport mapping, Mesafunctions.

Function

usercli p_vertices
viewport_map_vertices

gLrendecvb

rendecclipped_polygon

gLviewclip_polygon

File

vbxform.c

vbxform.c
vbxform.c

vbrender.c

vbrender.c

clip.c

clip.c

Description

Applies user plane clipping, projection, shading, fog
and viewport mapping
Compute c1ipmask for user defined clip planes
Map each non-clipped vertex to the viewport and
apply perspective division
Split each p
rimitive in triangles, polygons, .,.
Render the clipped polygon, compute clip vertices,
map these to the viewport and apply perspective
division
Compute clip vertices in eye coordinates. Interpolate
vertex color, texture coordinates, ...
Compute clip vertices in (homogenous) clip vertices.
Interpolate vertex color, texture coordinates, ...

Culling

Culling is done on a per polygon basis. In Mesa, culling includes area culling after clipping, as
well as backface culling, using the sign of the computed area. Figure 30 gives the dataflow dia
gram. The processes exits when a polygon is culled, meaning that the following processes are
skipped and the next polygon is processed.

Potygon
area

Figure 30: Mesa area and backface culling.

Both operations can be executed in parallel, in spite that backface culling needs the sign of
the computed area. However, backface culling can also be done in eye-coordinates as described
in the previous subsection. Table 7 shows Mesa's projection transformation functions.

Table 7 : Culling, Mesafunctions.

Function

render_clipped_polygon

File Description

vbrender.c Renders the clipped polygon after
applying area and backface culling

vbrender.c Computes the polygon area

Rasterization

Mesa features three types of rasterizers, namely point, line, and triangle rasterizers. For each ras
terizer, there are several implementations, optimized for a specific configuration, i.e. optimized
for texture mapped RGBA triangles, or for non-texture mapped RGB triangles. The device driver
can implement as many optimized point, line, and triangle functions as needed. These are
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referred to via the PointsFunc, LineFunc, and TriangleFunc function pointers that are
stored in the context.

Per span I pixel
wincD., deplh.
color, alpha.

texec.
interpolation

Per span,
fragment tests:

span clipping
scissoring
alpha lest
stenciling

polygon stippling
depth test

Fregmenl depth

Daplhbuttsr

Stencil bu".r

Fragmenl18XCO.

Texturlildl
loggedlregnen( >-----------------+i

• ha

texture mapping
log

logic operations
blending

color masking

Per span, fragment
operations:

Freogmentcolor

Span pixel mask

Figure 31: Overall Mesa rasterization pipeline.

The rasterization stage includes the interpolation of all fragment properties (color, texture
coordinates, etc.), after which the fragment tests like scissoring and depth testing, and the per
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fragment operations like texture mapping and blending take place. Table 8 shows Mesa's trian
gle rasterization functions.

Table 8 : Triangle rasterization, Mesa functions.

Function

general_textured_triangle
gLwrite_texture_span
write_color_span

File
tritemp.h
triangle.c
span.c
osmesa.c

Description
Triangle rasterization setup
Triangle scan conversion
Performs all fragment operations and tests
Device driver function to write the span of
pixels in the frame buffer

Figure 31 shows the overall pipeline, whereas figures 32 and 33 depict the per fragment opera
tions and tests respectively. The triangle setup covers the computation of the interpolation incre
ments for fragment position, texture coordinate, color, alpha value and depth. Each fragment
property is interpolated and processed per span. Per fragment processing includes the per frag
ment operations indicated in figure 32, and the per fragment tests of figure 33. The fragment
color and alpha value flow through all fragment operations, meaning that each fragment opera
tion obtains its input from the fragment RGBA color stored in the pixel buffer, modifies this value,
and writes it back into the buffer. In Mesa, all per fragment operations are performed on a com
plete span. Therefore, each operation loops over all fragments in the span. Consequently, frag
ments are stored in an array with the size of the span.
• Texture mapping. Texture mapping is the most time consuming and complex of all per frag

ment operations. The fragment texture coordinates indicate the corresponding texels in the
texture image. The texture image is sampled and filtered in the texture sampling process. Dif
ferent filtering techniques can be used to exchange filtering quality with the bandwidth
required for texture lookup.

Texture application is the process of mapping the sampled texels onto the rendered objects.
The texture model defines the mapping: either replacing the object colors with the texture,
modulating the object colors with the texture value, blending the two together, etc.

• Fog. Fog is added to the object colors based on the fragment depth, according to the fog
model.

• Logic operations. The image currently in the frame buffer can be added, oR-ed, etc. to the
incoming fragment colors.

• Blending. The current frame buffer image is blended with the incoming fragment colors.
Blending applies only in RGBA mode, in color-index mode it is bypassed.

• Dithering. Mesa's software implementation of the rasterization pipeline does not address
dithering. However, for a hardware implementation, this may be a crucial component.

• Color masking. Color masking is used to mask the writing of the R, G, B, and A values to the
color buffer. Table 9 shows Mesa's per fragment operations.

Table 9: Per fragment operations, Mesafunctions.
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Function
gl_write_texture_span
gl_texture_pixels
gl_fog_colocpixels
gUogicop_rgba_span
gLblend_span
gLmask_colocspan

File
span.c
texture.c
fog.c
logic.c
blend.c
masking.c

Description
Performs all fragment operations and tests
texture filtering and application
per fragment fog
Logic operations
Blending
Color masking
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Fragment color Fragment alpha

Figure 32: Mesa per fragment operations
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Figure 33 shows the per fragment tests.

Span pixel mask

Figure 33: Mesa per fragment tests.

Stencil buffer

Depth buffer
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• Span clipping. Also called the 'pixel ownership test', each fragment location in the span is
compared to the frame buffer boundaries. If a fragment lies outside these boundaries, the cor
responding bit in the pixel mask is set. If a complete span is clipped, all fragment operations
on this span are skipped and the next span is processed.

• Scissoring. The scissor test determines if the fragment's coordinates lie within the scissor rec
tangle.

• Polygon stippling. Polygon stippling works much the same way as line stippling, masking
out certain fragments produced by rasterization. The stipple pattern is defined as a 32 x 32 bit
map. If Xw and Yw are the window coordinates of the rasterized polygon fragment, then that
fragment is sent to the next stage of the pipeline if and only if the bit pattern (xw mod 32, Yw

mod 32) equals 1.
• Alpha testing. The alpha test applies only in RGBA mode. The test discards a fragment

depending on the outcome of a comparison between the incoming fragment's alpha value and
a constant value. The input fragment alpha values depend on the results of texture mapping
and fog, since these fragment operations update or even define the alpha value.

• Stenciling. The stencil test conditionally discards a fragment based on the outcome of a com
parison between the value in the stencil buffer and a reference value. The test result can be
written in the stencil buffer according to the specified stencil function. In Mesa, only those
stencil integers are written in the stencil buffer for which all previous tests are already passed.

• Depth testing. The depth buffer test discards the incoming fragment if a depth comparison
fails. If the test passes, the corresponding depth buffer value is updated. Mesa has the possi
bility to combine depth and stencil tests, allowing for a larger range of stencil operations. The
stencil function then depends on the outcome of the depth test.

Table 10 shows Mesa's per fragment tests.

Table 10: Per fragment tests, Mesafunctions.

Function

gl_write_texture_span
gLscissocspan
stipple_polygon_span
gLalpha_test
gLstenciLspan
gLdepth_test_span_Iess

File

span.c
SCISSOr.C

span.c
alpha.c
stencil.c
depth.c

Description

Perfonns all fragment operations and tests
Scissoring
Polygon stippling
Alpha testing
Stenciling
Depth testing
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5.4 Application Model

Figure 34 shows the 3D graphics pipeline, partitioned in communicating processes. Here, a
graphics task forms a separate communicating process when
• its performance is to be evaluated depending on the resources, i.e. when the task can be per

formed in software or on a dedicated co-processor;
• the graphics task is an additional feature that can be omitted, or performed in software on the

CPU when it takes up too much of the available silicon;
• different hardware architectures are to be evaluated for this task, e.g. texture maps can be

stored in many formats, each requiring a different hardware texture mapping module.
The partitioning of figure 34 is a starting point, the final model may be finer grained. Figure 34
also depicts the grain size of the data. The tasks that operate on a per pixel basis are the most
likely to be performed in hardware.

Primitives
Vertices

Triangles
C

Edges / pixels 'C
c<:l

::l
I:
c<:lo

Pixels

Figure 34: Overall Kahn pmcess network of the 3D graphics pipeline.

In figure 34 we recognize the following tasks.
• Model-view transformation. The model-view transformation is implemented as a separate

task since it requires many floating point computations that may be performed in hardware.
• Trivial accept I reject. Trivial accept / reject algorithms, like bounding box culling, etc. are

not implemented in Mesa. These are included in the simulation model to evaluate their per
formance.

• Lighting and fog. Shading calculations form a performance bottleneck when rasterization is
already performed in hardware. Additionally, we might want to exercise different shading
algorithms here.

• Projection transformation, clipping, and viewport transformation. These are placed in a
single task since they are intertwined in Mesa and probably all executed in software. How
ever, each task may be separated in a later stage.

• Rasterization. Rasterization is split up in rasterization setup and scan conversion. Depending
on the available silicon area, the rasterization setup may be performed on the CPU or in a ded
icated co-processor. When resources are limited, we can further split the scan conversion in
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edge and span walk (paragraph 3.7.1), and perform the first on the CPU and the latter in hard
ware. Mesa features three types of rasterizers: point, line, and triangle rasterizers. Quads are
rasterized as two triangles. In the simulation model, we can choose to only render triangles.
Either we do not support points and lines, or we render these as very small triangles.

• Texture mapping. Texture filtering is separated since this operation may be used by other
applications.

• Fog. This is a separate task since it may be performed in software when there is little use for
fog in the target applications.

• Antialiasing. Antialiasing is not supported in Mesa, but forms a vital instrument for improv-
ing image quality.

• Fragment tests.
• Blending.
• Logic operations.
• Dithering. Dithering is not supported in Mesa. However, dithering may enhance the possibil

ity of using a limited number of color modes while maintaining image quality.
• Frame buffer control. This concerns reading and writing in the frame buffer and, for

instance, color masking.

5.4.1 PamTSS Simulation Model

Figure 35 gives the initial simulation model as exercised in the PamTSS environment [29]. The
pipeline is partitioned into three tasks, each having their own thread of control.

DeviceCtx

Busy

RenderCtx

Done

Figure 35: Initial PamTSS simulation model of the 3D graphics pipeline.

The application task consists of a benchmark program (torus, VRML) that interfaces with the
OpenGL (Mesa) API. The following code gives the actual application thread, which creates the
device driver context and calls the OpenGL application code (VRMLMain () for the VRML parser
in this case).
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void TaskApplication( void)
{

II get appl ports
static Appl-port* application_outB = get_app1-port("TaskApplication.outB");
static Appl-port* application_outC = get_app1-port("TaskApplication.outC");
static TMOSMesaContext deviceCtx; II Offscreen device driver context
static GLvoid *buffer; II frame buffer
II Create an RGBA-mode context
ctx = TMOSMesaCreateContext( GL_RGBA, NULL);

II Allocate the image buffer
buffer = malloc( 4 * IMAGE_WIDTH * IMAGE_HEIGHT);
if (!buffer) {

printf( "Cannot allocate image buffer\n" );
return;

II Bind the buffer to the context and make it current
TMOSMesaMakeCurrent( deviceCtx, buffer,

GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, IMAGE_WIDTH, IMAGE_HEIGHT );
II Call application code
VRMLMain() ;
II Write acknowledge and device context to pipeline
application_outB->write( GL_TRUE, 1 );
application_outC->write( deviceCtx, 1 );
II end ofPamTSS simulation
end_simulation() ;

The calls to the rendering pipeline are caught in Mesa's interface layer. This 'bridge' uncou
ples the applications from the Kahn modeling. The rendering pipeline is called for each OpenGL
primitive, that is, whenever the OpenGL application calls glEnd ( ) , or the vertex buffer is full.
The rendering pipeline starts with the model-view transformation of the function
gl_transform_vb--"'partl () in the file vbxform.c. All calls to this function are diverted to the
newly written KahnStartPipeline () function in the file Tapp.cc. This function copies the
current rendering context, which includes all state information (e.g. light models, material prop
erties), as well as rendering data (e.g. vertex coordinates). Next, this context copy is sent to the
first pipeline task.

void KahnStartPipeline( GLcontext *ctx
{

II Get appl ports
static Appl-port* application_outA
static Appl-port* application_outB
II Create a new redering context
static GLcontext *contextCoPY;
contextCoPY = copyContext( ctx );
II Output these to the pipeline
application_outA->write( contextCopy, 1 );
II signal Twrite that pipeline is still busy
application_outB->write( GL_FALSE, 1 );

Each time the application thread sends a primitive to the pipeline via the KahnStartPipe

line () function, it also sends a busy signal to the write image task Twri teo This task models
the frame buffer control. It writes the final image to file for display, using Mesa's offscreen
device driver. The application task signals that it is finished via the busy channel by passing
GL_TRUE instead of GL_FALSE. At this time, it also sends the device driver context that includes
information on the required file format etc. to Twr i teo

Writing the rendered image to file cannot be done until all primitives are fully rendered, so
Twr i te must wait for both an acknowledge signal from the pipeline indicating that all primitives
are rendered, and a signal from the application indicating that it finished sending primitives to
the pipeline.
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void TaskWriteImage( void)
(

II Get appl ports
static Appl-port* writeImage_inA
static Appl-port* writeImage_inB
static Appl-port* writeImage_inC
GLboolean app_done = GL_FALSE;
GLboolean pipe_done = GL_FALSE;
TMOSMesaContext deviceCtx;
II Make sure that pipeline isfinished before app is
while (app_done == GL_FALSE) (

writeImage_inB->read( app_done );
if (app_done == GL_FALSE) (

writeImage_inA->read( pipe_done);

}

II Read TMOSMesa offscreen device driver context from task application
writeImage_inC->read( deviceCtx );
II Write image to disk as ppm file.
TMOSMesaWriteImage ( "pam_tss .ppm", deviceCtx );

II Destroy the context
TMOSMesaDestroyContext( deviceCtx );
II End ofPam_TSS simulation
end_simulation();

Finally, the pipeline is separated into three tasks: model-view transformation, lighting and
fog, and the remainder of the rendering stage. The latter has to be further separated. The follow
ing code sample shows the last task of the pipeline, destroying the rendering context copy and
signaling Twri te after the primitive is rendered.

void TaskPipeline( void)
(

static GLcontext *ctx;
II get appl ports
static Appl-port* pipeline_in = get_appl.....Port("TaskPipeline.in");
static Appl-port* pipeline_out = get_appl.....Port("TaskPipeline.out");
II get control port
static Ctrl-port* pipeline_ctrl = get_ctrl.....port("TaskPipeline");
while (1) (

II Read rendering context
pipeline_in->read( ctx );
pipeline_ctrl->execute( PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION);
ProjectTransform( ctx );
pipeline_ctrl->execute( TEXTURE_COORDINATES );
TextureCoordinates( ctx );
pipeline_ctrl->execute( VIEWPORT_MAPPING);
ViewportMapping( ctx );
pipeline_ctrl->execute( RENDERING);
gl_render_vb( ctx );

II Free the rendering context
destroyContext( ctx );
II Write acknowledge to Twrite
pipeline_out->write( GL_TRUE, 1 );

The code sample shows the use of the control port and consecutive execute instructions. In
the final model, these execute instructions signal to the architecture which operation is to be exe
cuted. Without an architecture, the execute instructions give information on whether or when this
operation was executed. This can be valuable in, for instance, analyzing the workload of a large
number of VRML models.

Here, we chose to keep the synchronization of writing the final image to disk separated from
the rendering pipeline. Further refinement of the pipeline, as well as a partitioning of the render-
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ing context are needed before attaching an architecture to this model. In the final Kahn model all
state settings and data are passed via separate channels. Similarly, we can send the acknowledge
signal through a separate channel. So, for each primitive, Twri te reads the pipeline acknowl
edge signal. When the application is finished it sends an 'end of sequence' signal through this
channel. This signal may be used by each task to free data structures, renew settings, etc.

The channels between the tasks are defined in the file mapping_tables.cc. The first entry is
the name of the channel, second and third are the output and input tasks respectively. The next
number indicates the size of the FIFO buffer. Although the buffers are unbounded in theory, they
must be finite for the simulation. For instance, if we make the buffer for the rendering context
between two tasks in the pipeline too large, we exceed our computer's memory by storing too
many copies of the rendering context in the buffer. The type of data that is passed over the chan
nel is defined by a macro definition, e.g. P_CONTEXT is a pointer to the rendering context.

Netlist_table netlist_table = {
{" app/modelview. ctx", "TaskApplication. outA", "TaskModelView. inA" ,

10, P_CONTEXT, O},

{"modelview/light-fog. ctx", "TaskModelView. outA", "TaskLightFog. inA" ,
1, P_CONTEXT, O},

"light-fog/pipe. ctx", "TaskLightFog. outA", "TaskPipeline. inA" ,
10, P_CONTEXT, O},

"pipe/write.done", "TaskPipeline.out", "TaskWriteImage.inA" ,
1 0, BOOLEAN, 0 } ,

"app/wri te .busy", "TaskApplication. outB", "TaskWriteImage. inB" ,
1 0, BOOLEAN, O},

"app/write.tmosmesa" , "TaskApplication.outC", "TaskWriteImage.inC",
1, P_TMOSMESACONTEXT, O},

{ 0 }
} ;

Figure 36 gives the directory structure of the simulation model source code within the
PamTSS environment. Since OpenGL state settings and rendering code are intertwined in Mesa,
we split each source file into application code (state settings), and rendering pipeline code. The
Mesa application sources have a prefix app_ and the pipeline source files have a prefix pipe_.

Global sources, which are not part of any task, are placed in the 'global' directory.

tasks

,-_in_C_IU_d_e_:~---------+----------I.[ glObal]

'- J ,-_T_ffi_O_d_el_V_ie_w_~G

Figure 36: Directory structure in the PamTSS simulation model of the 3D graphics pipeline.

5.4.2 PamTSS Simulation Results

The PamTSS simulation of the five processes model is performed with three OpenGL applica
tions. Initial tests were done with the torus demo with 80 and 2000 polygons, as described in
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paragraph 5.2.2. This program executed successfully for various buffer sizes.
Next, we obtain the well known Utah teapot data

form the internet [22]. The teapot is rendered using
completely different OpenGL instructions-and con
sequently Mesa functions-than the torus demo. Fig
ure 37 gives the resulting picture. A comparison with
the normal Mesa execution of the demo programs indi
cates that the PamTSS simulation executes approxi
mately 11 times slower for the torus demo, and around
a factor of 50 slower for the teapot. Figure 37: Utah teapot, PamTSS output.

Apart from these simple OpenGL programs, we
incorporated QvLib with OpenGL rendering support in the simulation as a static library. Since
QvLib's OpenGL rendering support uses Mesa's GLU library, this library is built separately from

the PamTSS environment and linked with the QvLib library3. A simple OpenGL / QvLib pro
gram, using Mesa's offscreen device driver, then parses the VRML 1.0 files and couples these
with the simulation model. The main function is listed in appendix C on page 97. This function is
called from TaskApplication (), as shown in the previous paragraph. The PamTSS simula
tion is executed for various simple VRML models, including the bookshelf of figure 22. Appendix
D on page 99 gives the simulation output, indicating the communication and execution load for
all channels, respectively all tasks in the model.

Copying the rendering context and thus allocating memory for all its elements may incur
memory leaks when these are not correctly freed at the end of the pipeline. A run with the
'Purify' tool for the VRML application indicated that there are no memory leaks in the simulation.

3The GLU source code is not incorporated in the PamTSS build since it does not compile using g++.
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6 Conclusion
The high demand on processing power and memory bandwidth of 3D graphics demands an opti
mal configuration between TriMedia CPU and dedicated co-processors. The next generation
TriMedia architecture allows the processing of co-processors and CPU to be mixed in arbitrary
ways with effective performance. With this communication structure, either a faster CPU, or flex
ible and powerful co-processors, e.g. to handle texture mapping, achieves the required perfor
mance. With the PROMMPT project, the accent is shifting from the 64-bit DSP-CPU to the
development of co-processors for the TM-PROMMPT (TM-4).

We developed a simulation model of the 3D graphics pipeline. In the simulation model, the
graphics tasks are described in terms of communicating processes. Each process can be mapped
onto the TM-PROMMPT DSP-CPU or onto dedicated 3D graphics co-processors. The mapping to
candidate architectures defines the actual 'latency' of each process or graphics instruction associ
ated with this part of the pipeline. The uncoupling of the graphics application and architecture
allows an exhaustive design space exploration at various levels of abstraction.

The proposed 3D graphics pipeline implements the OpenGL interface (API). This uncouples the
graphics applications from the underlying graphics pipeline. VRML forms the main application
area for 3D graphics on TriMedia. A study into common VRML scenes should reveal their use of
the OpenGL instruction set. From this, we select a minimal subset of the OpenGL API that
TriMedia graphics should support. However, we must take care not to focus only on a single
application field. Therefore, we define several small OpenGL programs that use that part of the
OpenGL interface that is not used by VRML models, but should be supported on TriMedia, e.g.
using the stencil buffer for reflections like the picture on the cover of this paper.

The study of Mesa's software only rendering on the TMlOOO and TM-PROMMPT core pro
vides valuable insight into the (software) performance bottlenecks of these 3D graphics applica
tions. Statistics of the torus demo (appendix A) indicate that texture mapping forms the main
bottleneck, even when the number of primitives is relatively large, as shown by the torus pro
gram, using 2000 polygons. For VRML scenes, Chiueh and Lin [8] expect an increased use of tex
ture mapping. Therefore, 3D graphics hardware in TriMedia should at least support this feature.
When there are sufficient resources, all rasterization should be performed in hardware. However,
the software simulations indicate that for complex scenes, the vertex lighting computations and
transformations also impose a large workload on the CPU.

For software only rendering, optimization of Mesa code for the TMlOOO and TM-PROMMPT

instruction set and compile chain may gain a factor 4 for total performance increase. Here, the
TM-PROMMPT vector operations are well suited for 3D graphics applications, in contrast to the
limited set of TMI 000 vector operations. However, optimal use of the vector operations requires
a complete code rewrite in order to express all parallelism in the code.

Mesa, as implementation of the OpenGL API, forms a good basis for the Kahn process network.
Dataflow diagrams of the Mesa pipeline are a valuable aid in analyzing the graphics pipeline.
The Mesa C-code supplies the necessary details that are often missing in literature.

The functional partitioning of the graphics pipeline into communicating processes is an
incremental process. We define a rough partitioning, based on standard architectures, general
graphics pipeline issues, and the performance of the Mesa pipeline on the TriMedia CPU. These
processes can be further separated into subtasks when necessary. For instance, when there are
limited resources for a full hardware rasterizer, the rasterization process can be split into raster-
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ization setup and scan conversion. The setup is performed in software, the scan conversion in
hardware.

The Mesa code is completely restructured in order to express the parallelism needed in the
Kahn model. Moreover, all tasks executing on the TM-PROMMPT core should be parallelized at
the finest level for optimal performance in a detailed simulation. Again, this code restructuring is
done incrementally. Starting with a small number of communicating processes, these are not fur
ther partitioned until their operation is fully verified.

The described Kahn process network consists of five tasks, namely the application, model
view transformation, shading, rendering, and the task responsible for writing the resulting picture
to file for display. This preliminary model shows that 3D graphics, and in particularly Mesa, can
be modeled in terms of communicating processes for the design space exploration of graphics
hardware on TriMedia.
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7 Recommendations
This paper describes the modeling of the graphics pipeline within the PROMMPT3D project. Fig
ure 38 depicts the project organization in the form of the Y-chart (figure 14). Dark colors indi
cate the current processes, grey values indicate (ongoing) work in the development of the
PamTSS environment, and the white parts are to be addressed in the remainder of the
PROMMPT3D project. As figure 38 indicates, we specify candidate architectures in parallel with
the application modeling. The processes of the graphics pipeline are instrumented with read,
write and execute instructions. These map onto the architecture models. Future effort lies in
developing architecture models and in further partitioning the application model.

~-----------------

Figure 38: PROMMPT3D project organization.

On the application side, we wish to support VRML 1.0 and VRML 2.0. QvLib (paragraph 5.2.1
on page 56) should be further tested in order to parse complex VRML files. Veimo et at. [26] are
currently working on a new release, which at least should contain less bugs. The modified VRML
browser (paragraph 5.2.1) developed at PRL, Redhill should be evaluated for parsing VRML 2.0
and rendering the scenes via the OpenGL API.

With the ability to parse VRML models, we can evaluate several models on their use of the
OpenGL instruction set. The characterization of static 3D graphics workloads of Chiueh and Lin
[8] should be extended for a large number of VRML scenes. The survey should come up with a
small number of scenes that represent the workload imposed on the resources in the field of
TriMedia 3D graphics applications (see also [14]).

Furthermore, the PROMMPT3D project should be evaluated on its relations to current projects
at Philips Research. For example, future 3D TV may use VRML as a visualization tool for depth
reconstructed images [9]. These scenes have a complexity of approximately 5000 triangles and
should be rendered at a rate of 30 frames per second or higher for use in a TV. The TM-PROMMPT
with 3D graphics (VRML) support may provide the ideal hardware platform for this application.
Likewise, the Windows based terminal project might re-use the simulation model of the graphics
pipeline for their design of a graphics engine.
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The Kahn simulation model of figures 34 and 35 (pages page 74 and page 75) must be parti
tioned in finer detail, starting with the rendering task Tpipe. The state settings for each process
are currently passed though the rendering context. In the final architecture, a choice must be
made into which parts of the context are passed through the pipeline by value, and which parts
are passed by reference to TriMedia on-chip memory. Therefore, the rendering context can be
separated into the following parts.
• Process properties. These change for each primitive that goes through the pipeline, and are

small enough to be passed by value through the pipeline, e.g. the model-view matrix (64
bytes) can be passed through the pipeline and discarded after the model-view transformation.

• Process state settings. These settings are changed only for a set of primitives. Generally, this
state is large and must be loaded from main memory by a pointer reference, e.g. the light
model may be constant for a complete scene, and may be too large to be passed through the
pipeline (approx. 2 kb, larger when using a LUT approximation of the pow () call for spotlight
computations).

• Process data. This is the main data that flows through the pipeline. Currently, this data is
stored in the vertex buffer. This structure must be split up into smaller parts dedicated to each
process. Data can be passed by value, or passed by reference. For instance, texture images can
be stored in on-chip memory and used by the tasks in the pipeline; they are however too large
to be passed by value through the pipeline.

Several processes that are indicated in the overall partitioning of figure 34 are not available
in Mesa. The processes are trivial accept/reject (bounding box culling), antialiasing and dither
ing. Direct3D supports simple antialiasing. This code can be incorporated in Mesa. Dithering can
be obtained from Mesa device drivers or the device driver for the ORCA rasterizer [18].

The study of Mesa on the TriMedia core can be used to extract architecture specifications. All
per-pixel operations, and at minimum only texture mapping, should be supported in hardware to
obtain sufficient performance for the target applications. The ORCA rasterizer is a candidate
architecture [15]. There are two approaches for incorporating the ORCA specifications in the
architecture models:

1. bottom up. Here, the ORCA defines the architecture. We use the available ORCA TSS models
directly. The corresponding ORCA software forms a device driver in Mesa. Mesa refers to this
device driver directly for the rasterization;

2. top down. The ORCA only defines the latency of each task. All rasterization is done by Mesa.
The advantage is that we bind ourselves less to the ORCA architecture, and use its performance
specifications in a more flexible model. However, Mesa's rasterization may differ too much
from the ORCA model, meaning that the ORCA specifications do not map directly onto the
Mesa software. In that case, it may be better to use the first approach.

The ORCA rasterizer incorporates a several color modes [18]. We should use only a few color
modes for the rendering and texture mapping in order to keep the processor's silicon area to a
minimum. Especially the use of a color lookup table for texture mapping, and also texture com
pression may be interesting. We should evaluate the quality of a reference image for TriMedia
applications using several color modes.

A flexible communication structure between co-processors and CPU allows graphics co-pro
cessors to be re-used for other purposes. This should also be taken into account in the partition
ing. For example, texture filtering can also be used for video scaling when it is performed in a
separate module.
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A Plain-C Torus Profile

A.I 80 Polygons Torus

Table II : Profile statistics for the plain-C torus demo using 80 polygons.
Execution times are in xlOOO cycles. Threshold is set to 0.001.

Executed with the tmsim simulator using TM-PROMMPT toolchain release 2.4.

Treename Executions Total Cycles (%) 1$ Cycles D$ Cycles

_sample_2d_linear 29242 4396 18.83% 78 78
_geC2d_texel 116968 3659 15.68% 20 13
_rCimod 58484 3175 13.60% 17 0

- floor 116968 2232 9.56% 9 0

- modf 118410 1665 7.13% 7 0
_general_textured_triangl 160 1418 6.07% 299 95
_memset 4000 1316 5.64% 38 217
_apply_texture 3943 1086 4.65% 53 0
_gl_write_texture_span 3943 685 2.94% 104 II
_gl_depth_tescspan_Iess 3943 476 2.04% 34 48
_write_color_span 3472 362 1.55% 15 65
_sample_linear_2d 3943 358 1.54% 16 6
_image_to_texture 1 218 0.93% 2 11

- clear I 185 0.79% I 24

- cos 3461 170 0.73% I 3
_gl_texture_pixels 3943 152 0.65% 22 4

- sin 2757 140 0.60% I 3
_gLcompute_spocexp_tabl 8 123 0.53% I 5
_pow 4106 103 0.44% 7 0
_gl_color_shade_vertices_ 80 92 0.39% 61 6
_poly 4680 92 0.39% 0 0

- execute_list I 79 0.34% 43 9
_viewporcmap_vertices 80 77 0.33% 64 0
_projeccand_cliptest 80 73 0.31% 47 I

- fmod 1424 73 0.31% 0 I
_gLtransform_vb_part2 80 68 0.29% 58 I
_gLresecvb 80 57 0.24% 50 2
_render_polygon 80 55 0.24% 47 2
_gl_Begin 80 55 0.24% 46 3
_gl_xform_normals_3fv 80 52 0.22% 42 1
_transform_points3 80 44 0.19% 33 1
_gLrendecvb 80 43 0.18% 35 3
_rcumod 328 38 0.16% 21 0

- shade_vertices 80 37 0.16% 34 0
_polygon_area 80 37 0.16% 27 1

- buildTorus 1 34 0.15% 2 0

- vertex3Cnormal_color_te 320 31 0.13% 17 I

- alloc_instruction 1121 31 0.13% 0 2
_gLtransform_vb_part I 80 29 0.12% 26 I
_gLEnd 80 26 0.11 % 23 0

totaVaverage 490112 23342 100.00% 1485 677
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A.2 2000 Polygons Torus

Table 12 : Profile statistics for the plain-C torus demo using 2000 polygons.
Execution times are in xlOOO cycles. Threshold is set to 0.005.

Executed l,vith the tmsim simulator using TM-PROMMPT toolchain release 2.4.

Treename Executions Total Cycles (%) 1$ Cycles D$ Cycles

generaLtextured_triangle 4000 10456 12.75% 6464 274
sample_2d_linear 31807 6560 8.00% 1832 115
gLwrite_texture_span 15954 4649 5.67% 2338 39
cos 87685 4443 5.42% I 88
geC2d_texel 127228 4439 5.41% 454 41
Sin 71365 3905 4.76% I 71
_rUmod 63614 3839 4.68% 404 0
_poly 151368 2952 3.60% 0 0
apply_texture 15954 2951 3.60% 1279 0
floor 127228 2636 3.21% 218 0
modf 166518 2507 3.06% 176 0
gLcolocshade_vertices_f 2000 2039 2.49% 1380 63
fmod 39120 1995 2.43% 0 39
memset 16011 1900 2.32% 421 219
viewporcmap_vertices 2000 1851 2.26% 1515 0
project_and_c1iptest 2000 1743 2.13% 1121 4
execute_list I 1689 2.06% 926 96
gLtransform_vb_part2 2000 1546 1.89% 1338 0
gLdepth_test_span_Iess 15954 1447 1.76% 671 89
rendecpolygon 2000 1290 1.57% 1122 10
gLreset_vb 2000 1264 1.54% 1149 5
gLxform_normals_3fv 2000 1166 1.42% 952 I
gl_Begin 2000 1121 1.37% 960 II
gl_texture_pixels 15954 1053 1.28% 527 16
transform_points3 2000 1002 1.22% 766 I
Jcumod 8008 923 1.13% 506 0
sample_linear_2d 15954 902 1.10% 392 17
shade_vertices 2000 900 1.10% 818 6
gLrender_vb 2000 879 1.07% 778 5
polygon_area 2000 836 1.02% 620 7
write_color_span 13319 799 0.97% 296 83
buildTorus I 786 0.96% 2 0
alloc_instruction 28001 769 0.94% 0 40
vertex3Cnormal_color_tex 8000 725 0.88% 405 I
gLtransform_vb_part I 2000 631 0.77% 563 0
gLEnd 2000 566 0.69% 494 0
gl_destroy_list 2 527 0.64% I 74
giNormal3dv 8000 421 0.51% 0 0

total/average 1113680 81996 100.00% 31064 1576
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B Bilinear Texture Filtering

B.l TMI000 example, tree output

__BiLinearrnterpolation_DT_O: (* DT_O, BB:1, line 6 *)
1 rdreg (0);
2 rdreg (2);
3 rdreg (8);
4 rdreg (7);
5 rdreg (6);
6 rdreg (5);
7 rdreg (4);
8 ld32d (16) 7 ;
9 ld32d (20) 7 ;
10 isubi (64) 6 ;
11 iaddi (127) 1 ;
12 bitand 10 11
13 isubi (64) 5
14 bitand 13 11
15 uimm (128) ;
16 isub 15 12 ;
17 isub 15 14 ;
18 imul 16 17 ;
19 asri (7) 18 ;
20 imu1 12 17 ;
21 asri (7) 20 ;
22 imu1 16 14 ;
23 asri (7) 22 ;
24 imul 12 14 ;
25 asri (7) 24 ;
26 packbytes 19 21
27 packbytes 23 25
28 pack16lsb 26 27
29 mergemsb 4 3
30 mergemsb 8 9
31 pack16msb 29 30
32 pack16lsb 29 30
33 mergelsb 4 3
34 mergelsb 8 9 ;
35 pack16msb 33 34
36 pack16lsb 33 34
37 ufir8uu 28 31
38 lsri (7) 37 ;
39 ufir8uu 28 32
40 lsri (7) 39 ;
41 packbytes 38 40
42 ufir8uu 28 35
43 lsri (7) 42 ;
44 ufir8uu 28 36
45 lsri (7) 44 ;
46 packbytes 43 45
47 pack16lsb 41 46 ;
48 wrreg (5) 47 after 6;
(* BB:O, line 0, Ox2d3ccO *)
cgoto 2

endtree (* __BiLinearrnterpo1ation_DT_0*)
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B.2 TMIOOO example, assembly output

(* Op28 *),

(* Op27 *),

( * Op19 *) ,
( * Op2l *) ,

(* Op35 *) ,
(* Op36 *) ,

(* Op23 *) ,
(* Op26 *) ,

( * OplO *) ,
( * Opll *) ,
( * Op13 *) ,
(* Op15 *) ,
( * Op8 *) ;

( * Op12 *) ,
( * Op14 *) ,
( * Op29 *) ,
( * Op9 *) ,
( * Op33 *) ;

( * Op16 *) ,
( * Op17 *) ,
( * Op24 *) ,

(* op37 *),
(*Op39*),

(* Op18 *),
(* Op20 *),

(* Op25 *),
(* Op3l *),
(* Op32 *),

(* Op30 *),
(* Op22 *),
(* Op34 *),

( * cycle 1 * )
IF rl bitand r33 r34 -> r36
IF rl bitand r35 r34 -> r33
IF rl mergemsb r7 rB -> r43
IF rl ld32d(20) r4 -> r4l
IF rl mergelsb r7 rB -> r45

(* cycle 2 * )
IF rl isub r37 r36 -> r34
IF rl isub r37 r33 -> r35
IF rl imul r36 r33 -> r39
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 3 * )
IF rl nap,
IF rl imul r34 r35 -> r37
IF rl imul r36 r35 -> r3B
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 4 * )
IF rl mergemsb r40 r4l -> r44
IF rl imul r34 r33 -> r35
IF rl mergelsb r40 r4l -> r46
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 5 * )
IF rl asri(Ox7) r39 -> r42
IF rl pack16msb r43 r44 -> r39
IF rl pack16lsb r43 r44 -> r40
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 6 * )
IF rl asri(Ox7) r37 -> r33
IF rl asri(Ox7) r38 -> r34
IF rl pack16msb r45 r46 -> r37
IF rl pack16lsb r45 r46 -> r38
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 7 * )
IF rl asri(Ox7) r35 -> r36
IF rl packbytes r33 r34 -> r35
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 8 * )
IF rl packbytes r36 r42 -> r33
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 9 * )
IF rl pack16lsb r35 r33 -> r34
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 10 * )
IF rl nap,
IF rl ufir8uu r34 r39 -> r33
IF rl ufir8uu r34 r40 -> r35
IF rl nap,
IF rl nap;

( * cycle 11 * )
IF rl nap,

__BiLinearInterpalatian_DT_O:
(* cycle 0 *)
IF rl isubi(Ox40) r5 -> r33
IF rl iaddi(Ox7f) rO -> r34
IF rl isubi(Ox40) r6 -> r35
IF rl uimm(OxBO) -> r37
IF rl ld32d(16) r4 -> r40
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IF rl ufir8uu r34 r37 -> r36 (. Op42 .) ,
IF rl ufir8uu r34 r38 -> r37 (. Op44 .) ,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop;

(. cycle 12 .)
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop;

(. cycle 13 ·)
IF rl lsri(Ox7) r33 -> r34 (. Op38 .) ,
IF rl lsri (Ox7) r35 -> r33 ( . Op40 .) ,
IF rl ijrnpt rl r2,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop;

(. cycle 14 .)
IF rl lsri(Ox7) r36 -> r35 (. Op43 .) ,
IF rl lsri (Ox7) r37 -> r36 (. Op45 .) ,
IF rl packbytes r34 r33 -> r37 (. Op4l .) ,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop;

(. cycle 15 ·)
IF rl packbytes r35 r36 -> r33 (. Op46 .) ,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop;

(. cycle 16 ·)
IF rl pack16lsb r37 r33 -> r5 (. Op47 .) ,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nop,
IF rl nap,
IF rl nop;
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_BiLinearlnterpolation_DT_O: (* DT_O, BB: 1, line 6 *)
1 rdreg (2);
2 rdreg (0);
3 rdreg (8);
4 rdreg (7);
5 rdreg (6);
6 rdreg (5);
7 rdreg (4);
8 ub_ldd (24) 7
9 ub_ldd (32) 7
10 isubi (64) 6
11 iaddi (127) 2
12 bitand 10 11
13 isubi (64) 5
14 bi tand 13 11
15 uirnm (128) ;
16 isub 15 12 ;
17 isub 15 14 ;
18 imul 16 17 ;
19 asri (7) 18 ;
20 imul 12 17 ;
21 asr i (7) 20 ;
22 imul 16 14 ;
23 asr i (7) 22 ;
24 imul 12 14 ;
25 asri (7) 24 ;
26 ub-pack 19 19 19 19 21 21 21 21;
27 ub-pack 23 23 23 23 25 25 25 25;
28 uw_mergelow 4 3;
29 uw_mergelow 8 9;
30 31 ub_dblmul 26 28;
32 33 ub_dblmul 27 29;
34 uh_add 30 31 ;
35 uh_add 32 33 ;
36 uh_add 34 35 ;
37 uh_shiftrightroundi (7) 36 ;
38 ub_clipcompact 37 2;
39 wrreg (5) 38 after 6;
(* End of BB:l, line 35, Ox3168b4 *)
cgoto 1

endtree (*_BiLinearlnterpolation_DT_O*)
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B.4 TM-PROMMPT example, assembly output

__BiLinearInterpolation_DT_O:
(* cycle 0 *)

IF r(l) subi_w(Ox40) r(6) -> r(35),
IF r(l) addi_w(Ox7f) r(O) -> r(34),
imm wdu(Ox80) -> r(36),
IF ;(1) subi_w(Ox40) r(5) -> r(33),
IF r(l) Idd_b(24) r(4) -> r(37);

(* cycle 1 *)
IF r(l) mergelow_w r(8) r(7) -> r(44),
IF r(l) bitand_d r(35) r(34) -> r(33),
IF r(l) bitand_d r(33) r(34) -> r(39),
nap,
IF r(l) Idd_b(32) r(4) -> r(38);

(* cycle 2 *)
IF r(l) sub_w r(36) r(39) -> r(35),
IF r(l) sub_w r(36) r(33) -> r(4l),
IF r(l) mul_ws r(39) r(33) -> r(34),
nop,
nop;

(* cycle 3 *)
nop,
IF r(l) mul ws r(35) r(4l) -> r(33),
IF r(l) mul_ws r(35) r(33) -> r(40),
nop,
nop;

(* cycle 4 *)
IF r(l) mergelow_w r(38) r(37) -> r(45),
IF r(l) mul_ws r(39) r(4l) -> r(35),
nop,
nop,
nop;

(* cycle 5 *)
IF r(l) sri_ws(Ox7) r(34) -> r(42),
nap,
nop,
nop,
nap;

(* cycle 6 *)
IF r(l) sri ws(Ox7) r(40) -> r(4l),
IF r(l) sri:::ws(Ox7) r(33) -> r(36),
IF r(l) transp4x21ow_h r(42) r(42) r(42) r(42) -> r(34) r(43),
nap,
nop;

(* cycle 7 *)
nop,
IF r(l) sri_ws(Ox7) r(35) -> r(36),
IF r(l) transp4x21ow_h r(36) r(36) r(36) r(36) -> r(33) r(39),
nop,
nop

(* cycle 8 * )
IF r (l) transp4x21ow_h r(4l) r(4l) r(4l) r (41) -> r (36) r (40) ,
nop,
IF r(l) transp4x21ow_h r (36) r (36) r(36) r(36) -> r(35) r (39) ,
nop,
nop

(* cycle 9 *)
IF r(l) conceven_b r(36) r(34) -> r(33),
nop,
nop,
IF r(l) conceven_b r(33) r(35) -> r(39),
nop

( * cycle 10 *)
IF r(l) dblmul- bu r(33) r(45) -> r(36) r (37) ,
nop,
IF r(l) dblmul_bu r(39) r(44) -> r(34) r (35) ,
nap,
nop;

( * cycle 11 * )
nop,
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nap,
nap,
nap,
nap;

(* cycle 12 *)
IF r(l) add_h r(36) r(37) -> r(34),
nap,
nap,
nap,
IF r(l) add_h r(34) r(35) -> r(33);

(* cycle 13 *)
IF r(l) add_h r(33) r(34) -> r(35),
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap;

(* cycle 14 *)
IF r(l) sriraund_hu(Ox7) r(35) -> r(33),
nap,
IF r (1) ijmpt r(l) r (2),
nap,
nap;

(* cycle 15 *)
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap;

(* cycle 16 *)
IF r(l) dspcampact_hbu r(33) r(O) -> r(5),
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap;

(* cycle 17 *)
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap,
nap;
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C QvLib / Mesa VRML 1.0 parser
#include "vrml.h"
II qvLib Includes
#include "QvDB.h"
#include "Qvlnput.h"
#include "QvNode.h"
#include "QvSeparator.h"
#include "QvGLRenderAction.h"

II Root node of scene graph
static QvNode *root;
II Display callback.
static QVGLRenderAction *act NULL;

II Setup global OpenGL environment
static void gfx_init(void)
{

GLfloat lmodel_ambient[] = { 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.0 };
glLightModelfv( GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT, lmodel_ambient );

glEnable( GL_LIGHTING );
glEnable( GL_LIGHTO );

glDepthFunc( GL_LESS );
glEnable( GL_DEPTH_TEST );
glMatrixMode( GL_PROJECTION );
glLoadldentity() ;
glMatrixMode( GL_MODELVIEW );
glLoadldentity() ;

II end gfx_initO

static void display(void)
{

II Clear color and depth buffer.
glClear( GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT I GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT );
II Traverse scene graph (ie. render scene).
if (!act) act = new QvGLRenderAction(200,200);
act->setViewport( 200, 200 );
act->apply( root );

II end displayO

void VRMLMain( void)
{

FILE* fp;
int result
char* file

0;
"bookshelf.wrl";

gfx_init() ;

II Initialize qvLib database.
QvDB: : ini t () ;
if ( (fp=fopen( file, "r" )) )

Qvlnput mylnput;
mylnput.setFilePointer(fp) ;
result = (QvDB::read( &mylnput, root) && root);

}

fclose (fp) ;
if(result == 0) {

printf( "Cannot read VRML model %s\n",file );
root = NULL;

}

else
display() ;

II end VRMLmainO
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D PamTSS simulation output, VRML model 'bookshelf'

Table J3: Communication load over the channels.

Name_oCchannel Num_tokens bytesJead min_bytes max_bytes av~rate

app/modelview.ctx 162 162 1 1 1

app/write.busy 162 162 1 1 1

app/write.tmosmesa 1 1 1 1 1

light-fog/pipe.ctx 162 162 1 1 1

modelview/light-fog.ctx 162 162 1 1 1

pipe/write.done 162 162 1 1 1

Table 14: Execution load for each task.

Name_oCTask Name_oClnstr number_oCtimes

TaskApplication MODELVIEW_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskApplication VERTEX_SHADING 0

TaskApplication VERTEX_FOG 0

TaskApplication PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskApplication TEXTURE_COORDINATES 0

TaskApplication VIEWPORLMAPPING 0

TaskApplication RENDERING 0

TaskLightFog MODELVIEW_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskLightFog VERTEX_SHADING 162

TaskLightFog VERTEX_FOG 0

TaskLightFog PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskLightFog TEXTURE_COORDINATES 0

TaskLightFog VIEWPORT_MAPPING 0

TaskLightFog RENDERING 0

TaskModelView MODELVIEW_TRANSFORMATION 162

TaskModelView VERTEX_SHADING 0

TaskModelView VERTEX_FOG 0

TaskModelView PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskModelView TEXTURE_COORDINATES 0

TaskModelView VIEWPORT_MAPPING 0
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Table 14: Execution load for each task.

Name_oCTask Name_oCInstr number_oCtimes

TaskModelView RENDERING 0

TaskPipeline MODELVlEW_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskPipeline VERTEX_SHADING 0

TaskPipeline VERTEX_FOG 0

TaskPipeline PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION 162

TaskPipeline TEXTURE_COORDINATES 162

TaskPipeline VIEWPORLMAPPING 162

TaskPipeline RENDERING 162

TaskWri teImage MODELVIEW3RANSFORMATION 0

TaskWriteImage VERTEX_SHADING 0

TaskWriteImage VERTEX_FOG 0

TaskWriteImage PROJECTION_TRANSFORMATION 0

TaskWri teImage TEXTURE_COORDINATES 0

TaskWriteImage VIEWPORT_MAPPING 0

TaskWriteImage RENDERING 0
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